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r Under contract to the federal Office of Refugee Resettlement, an inno-
vative, qualitative social research study was done on the educational and
occupational aspirations and expectations of about 160 Cambodian, Hmong,
Laotian and Vietnamese adolescents and youth in the Minneapolis-St. Paul (Twin
Cities), Minnesota metropolitan area. The study was focused by the scope of
the work's "Primary Study Questions."

Data were collected in small, homogeneous groups of youth from the
same ethnic groups, gender and age (e.g., 16-17-year-old Hmong girls) in a
-variety of settings such as public school classrooms, social services agency
center, private residences, and a Boy Scouts of America meeting. The data
collection tool was a story of success constructed from interviews with adults
in the appropriate ethnic community. These were stories about both men and
women who were seen in each ethnic community as very successful, moderately
successful, or unsuccessful. Thirty-three stories were developed, but only
eight were used because of time limitations: moderately successful stories
for men and for women specific to each ethnic community. The adolescents were
asked to critique the story and edit it. The critique was the way of learning
whether the story seemed "real," and the editing was the way of changing the
story to fit the adolescents' own lives, aspirations, and expectations. The
story was used also as a basis for group discussion. Three females and one
male led the group discussions in English, which was the common language of
all but the recent refugees, with female staff always meeting with the
adolescent girls and young women. Two adult staff were present, one to lead
the discussion and one to take notes. The discussion and the modified story
were the study data, and these were analyzed using a content analysis scheme
in which themes in the data were made explicit. These themes were specific to
each ethnic community and were used to understand similarities and differences
within and between ethnic communities. The themes also constitute the answers
to the Primary Study Questions.

The study limitations include insufficient time for data collection in
school settings, the social control created in the group by its members, thus
reducing the range of responses, our inability to interview youth in
vocational schools and in marginal groups, e.g., street youth, delinquents,
etc., due to time constraints. All community agencies requested facilitated
access to the youth.

The study findings are presented as narrative essays following the study
questions. Among important generalizations is the major finding that although
the subjects are all Southeast Asian refugees, each of the four ethnic groups
is culturally distinct and must be understood as such. Thus, distinctions
must be made between, for example, the Hmong and the Lao, even though many of
each have come from the same country. Second, it is important to remember
that these are adolescents and youth and thus, their aspirations in many ways
reflect those of adolescents. This is true particularly because questions
about the future tap *cognitive ability, as well as language proficiency and
ethnic culture. Some youth simply cannot yet comprehend the idea of future
due to their cognitive developmental level.

A third finding across ethnic communities is that among college and
university students, there is more similarity between male and female
aspirations and expectations than there is at the high school level. But here
too there are differences between ethnic communities. Thus, for example,
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aspirations among current Vietnamese college students are for advanced
professional education regardless of gender, while aspirations for comparable
groups of Laotian, Cambodian and Hmong are somewhat lower, with different
career choices for the young women.

A fourth finding across ethnic community is about English language
competence. More high school youth with higher comprehension and speaking
proficiaccy, most of whom have been in the United States longer, have
aspirations to go to college and technical school than do those with less
language competence. The form of these aspirations is shaped by ethnicity and
gender.

Finally, and again among high school students, those who are the most
recent arrivals are more likely than those longer in residence to aspire to a
technical education in a craft such as auto mechanics or to have no or unclear
educational and occupational plans, and to talk about paraprofessional
employment and marriage. Again, there are ethnic and gender differences.

The. Vietnamese

Overall, Vietnamese adolescents and youth present idealized American
aspirations for education and occupation. In general, they aspire for higher
education as a preparation for professional positions such as engineers and
computer scientists in local corporations. For those whose hard work and
constant studying cannot overcome their modest academic performance, aspira-
tions are toward the higher-paid vocations or small business ownership for
males and clerical or service-sector work for the girls. Very few adolescents
(14-17 years old) and no youth (18-22 years old) were unclear about their
educational and occupational aspirations, with the exception of recent
arrivals (less than one year in the United States). In contrast to youth from
the other ethnic communities, the Vietnamese show almost no evidence in gender
differences in aspirations or expectations for school or work for those with
high academic performance. For those doing less well in school, clear gender
differences are seen in occupation choice but no difference is seen in
expectation of entering the work force.

The Vietnamese adolescents are focused on schoolwork during class and at
home. They study after school in the afternoons and evenings and seem to
participate little in after-school activities. For them "school is a job,"
and they develop strong work habits which are seen among Vietnamese university
students who also study long hours, often in the library so as to avoid the
distractions of family life. In this case, they are supported by parents who
"sacrifice" for their children, with the expectation that they will be sup-
ported in old age. Hence, in families where it is financially feasible, few
adolescents or youth are pressured to hold after-school or weekend part-time
jobs, although some "help out" in family business and most have some summer
work experience.

Vietnamese youth expect a lot of themselves. In school, they expect to
do very well if they "work hard" and they expect to do well later in college
and in their profession. Those long-term U.S. residents who do not intend to
go to college expect to do well in business. Family attitudes and values
support these aspirations and expectations of present and future success.
There is a strong emphasis on "making it" with the clear expectation that you
will be expected to contribute to both of your families--your own and your
parents. In this way, parents "invest" in their children, for the career of
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their child determines in part the quality of their own later life. Alle-
giance is to yourself and then to your immediate family.

This general picture does not include those who have come to Minnesota as
adolescents or youth during the last two years. These are "greenhorns" to the
Vietnamese-American community and they are expected by it to do far less well
than those who have been here longer, due to minimal language skills and
inadequate educational preparation.

Two distinct groups of Vietnamese youth were interviewed: newly arrived
youth whose aspirations tended to be in the trades and college-bound or
college youth who aspired toward the professions.

In evaluating the stories of a Vietnamese woman and a Vietnamese man who
choose technical careers, the Vietnamese youth express the conviction that the
individual has the power to determine his or her own future, and that the
route to success is hard work. They believe that they have been given many
opportunities in the United States and that they should take advantage of
these opportunities.

The Khmer

The Khmer youth of Cambodia must be understood as two distinct popula-
tions: those who arrived in the United States without close family members and
those who came with some vestiges of their immediate and/or extended families.
In general, the Khmer youth not yet of college age or not attending college
were relatively unclear about their personal educational and occupational
futures. Non-college youth generally spoke of vocational aspirations, with
specific examples given for training in local vocational-technical institutes
(e.g. automotive technician, machinist) or on the job (e.g. police, military).
College youth expressed a wide range of professional interests, including high
technology engineering (e.g. computers), architecture, politics, and law.
There was interest expressed also in the human services.

Overall, all Khmer adolescents and youth seem to be suffering the results
of the war, moreso than youth in other Southeast Asian ethnic communities.
Symptoms associated with having suffered trauma seem almost common among them,
as is a pervasive lack of confidence in themselves or in the future. They are
far more likely to be relatively passive in the search for and use of social
brokers, but are responsive when approached by these human services workers,
indigenous and outsiders. These youth have a relatively poor understanding of
our occupational structure and its relations to our educational system. These
patterns are more pronounced among the youth detached from their families, but
occur among most youth interviewed. It is expected that there is in the Khmer
community a relatively high endemic rate of personal troubles related to their
horrific war experience.

Among adolescents and youth who arrived with some family, there are
gender differences in educational and occupational aspirations. Girls and
young women lack personal confidence and a sense of personal efficacy in the
present and over the :suture. They are poorly informed about educational and
occupational possibilities, lacking a basic vocabulary of words, concepts, and
ideas about the world of work. They aspire for employment as a general
activity, not to an occupation. Emphasis is put on the social career of
school, work, and marriage rather than on any combination of marriage and an
occupational career. These youth are expected to contribute to their family
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directly by nurturing, that is, taking care of the family unit and taking on
the traditional role of women.

Boys and young men seem ungrounded in contemporary Minnesota options of
school and work. They have aspirations but little expe.ctations of success at
these -- "I would like to do x but I don't know if it will work. It probably
won't." This attitude fits with the norm proscribing bragging and commitment
of the occupational self in front of others, but it appears to be more than
this. It is experienced, we believe, as an existential condition of being
unclear, unknowing, unwilling to try, and being afraid -- the debility caused
by war. These youth oriented to work any a job, not to an occupation or to an
occupational career. Theirs is a world of the present, one which is lived one
step at a time, not a world of plans and future.

The Lao

The Lao in Minnesota have a more scattered residential pattern than the
other Southeast Asian groups; it was more difficult to focus on the identity
of this group than on the other ethnic groups studied. Most of the Lao in
Minnesota are from lowland urban areas of Laos, and the adults had at least
several years of education, some of them completing high school and even goingbeyond. The Lao do not appear to have the high level of entrepreneurial
spirit that the Vietnamese do, although a few do own small businesses; nor do
they seem as loathe to start at the bottom of the ladder and work their way
up, as the Iimong do.

Expectations that most Lao parents have for their teens is that they getsome kind of vocational or community college training. The children tend notto have a sufficiently high academic performance in high school to be likely
candidates for college scholarships; a number of fathers see military service
as a good alternative for these youth, with the possibility that the G.I. billcould later finance a college education. The Lao youth, while they entertain
"dreams" of becoming highly paid professionals, generally took a realistic,
almost harsh view of their abilities and chose careers that could be attained
through technical training.

The young Lao men we encountered had the most distinctive dress and hair-
styles of any of the Southeast Asian youth. They had adopted a mild punk
style that asserts their identity as different from that of their parents. Inspite of a rebellious look, the Lao youth were polite and cooperative.
However, their appearance might limit the types of entry-level jobs that would
be offered to them and thus delay their entry into the work force.

The Lao youth express typical American middle- .class materialistic
desires; one common goal is to own a home in the suburbs. Most believe that
self-sufficiency should be achieved before marriage, and that the number of
children should be limited to what the family could support. Their post-high
school educational goals generally do not include programs that last more than
two years, so they could be expected to begin their careers at a younger age
than other college-bound Southeast Asian youth.
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The Hmong

The future of the Hmong seems more problematic than that of any other
Southeast Asian ethnic group. Early marriage, large family size, high rates
of welfare dependency among their parents, victimization, and alienation may
make it difficult for many Hmong youth to escape the cycle of poverty and
dependency.

A considerable number of youth whose parents held influential positions
in the military or village leadership in Laos hold high expectations of
themselves and are being encouraged by their elders to excel in high school
and college. But a sizable number of youth--although their parents do expect
them to study hard at school--are receiving inadequate guidance on how to make
decisions that will lead them to become independent of public assistance
programs in adulthood.

Girls particularly are at risk for getting insufficient education to
attain a place in the work force beyond an entry-level job. Marriage age for
among girls in the United States is as low as 12 years, with few girls
managing to graduate from high school without being married first. While many
girls try to stay in high school even while raising their children, the time
that they must devote to domestic duties makes it difficult for them to give
much attention to their studies. For young men, early marriage may mean that
their first job will have to support not just themselves but their wife and at
least one child. The unavailability of entry-level jobs that could cover the
expenses of a family may determine that these young men will delay entry into
the work force for years, perhaps indefinitely.

Most Hmong echo the counsel of their leadership: that girls should wait
until age 18 to marry, that youth should try to get a college education, and
that families should strive for self-sufficiency However, the youth
acknowledge what a strong pull culture and tradition exerts on their lives;
they recognize that it is easier to express your ideals for a successful
American life than to follow them. As a 14-year-old girl said, "What you say
is easy. What you do is hard."

Conclusions

In general, and across all four groups, adolescents and youth held
educational aspirations higher than their parents had achieved. Overall, the
youth saw ethnic prejudice as a barrier to their employment success, but one
which could be overcome. The Hmong, alone among the four groups, have a
refugee culture which might support long-term rather than episodic use of
public. welfare. Their risk of longer-term "welfare dependency" seems highest.
The upcoming generation of Hmong seems likely to bifurcate into two social
groups: one middle class and the other incapable of achieving full self-
sufficiency.

These and the other findings must be understood from the powerful
perspectives of adolescent and youth development. To us, these adolescents
were adolescent-like and, hence, their aspirations and expectations should be
understood also in comparison to youth in American and other ethnic and reli-
gious communities. If this is done, the clearest similarities in aspirations
are among the non-Vietnamese recent arrivals. The high school students over-
all seem to hold goals similar to local Native Americans and some Black and
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some Hispanic adolescents, while the Vietnamese hold higher educational and
occupational aspirations.

Bibliography
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Minneapolis, MN 55455.



THE STUDY

The Research Topic

The federal Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) offered Contract No.
660 -86 -0216 to three research groups to do a qualitative field study of
Southeast Asian adolescents' aspirations and expectations about education and
employment. This study was given focus by the ORR Statement of Work which
listed ten sets of questions, called the Primary Study Questions, as a guide.

Primary Study Questions

A. What aspirations do refugee youth have with regard to their education
and careers? What employment opportunities do they hope to have when
they begin working (i.e., begin their careers)? What goals for em-
ployment and personal achievement do they have?

B. What are the expectations of refugee youth as ) the employment oppor-
tunities that are available to them? Do they ,xpect to have the same
Or similar occupations as thelv* parents, or to have the same or simi-
lar employment difficulties a: their parents may have had in finding
appropriate work in the U.S.?

C. What kinds of employment opportunities are available to refugee youth?
(During high school; after high school; while enrolled in post-high
school training or education programs?) What barriers and problems do
they have in taking advantage of these opportunities?

D. What attitudes and values do refugee youth have about their own
achievement in school and at work? How do they view their own efforts
and achievements, individually and as a peer group? How do they view
these in relation to their non-refugee peers? In relation to their
own parents and other adult members of their ethnic group?

E. What is the role of refugee youth in the economic status of their
families? What is their view of this role? Do they consider their
current education and employment efforts to be primarily for their own
benefit and development, or on behalf of the family or community?

F. What are the expectations (and aspirations, if different) of refugee
youth regarding their own financial independence? How does this
relate zo the economic self-sufficiency of their family? What plans
eve teen made or goals set, if any, for their own financial future,
d/or, for that of their family's?

t kinds of strategies do refugee youth use in pursuit of education
.J employment? How, if at all, are these strategies integrated

within ...he family? Are they part of or coordinated with employment
strategies of other members? Are there broader (extra-familial)

-7-
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plans, strategies, or issues which influence those of individual
youth?

H. Generally, how do refugee youth view their future? How do they view
their adult role in family and community? How do they view their own
efforts toward individual self-sufficiency in relation to the future
of their ethnic community and their cultural identity? What do they
consider to be appropriate, inappropriate, necessary, and unnecessary
changes in their own abilities, beliefs and actions in order to
achieve their goals? What do they consider to be effects of such
changes, if any, on themselves, their families, and their ethnic
community?

I. What problems do refugee youth see in reaching their goals? Are they
primarily a matter of personal effort and capability? Are they
structural or institutional? What role (positive, negative, both) do
they ascribe to their refugee status, ethnicity, language, sex, and
race?

J.. Where and to whom do refugee youth look for guidance, assistance, and
information? Who are their role models? Where do they seek help for
problems, or seek information about matters relating to their educa-
tion and employment (current and future)? What kinds of help do they
typically receive? How do they view its usefulness?

The Research Methods

Story-Based Interviews

To answer these research questions, an innovative qualitative research
method was designed.

Stories were constructed for each ethnic group, outlining for males and
females separately the life stories of those who became unsuccessful, moder-ately successful, or successful in the United States. The themes of each
composite study were learned in individual interviews with members of each
ethnic community who were in their mid 20s to 40s. The story was to serve as
a biographical proxy, thus eliminating the need for direct questions about a
youth's background. The thirty-three stories that were developed by this
method are found in Appendix B.

Three changes were made in the original plan as a result of the pre-
tests. First, stories for girls were developed resulting in explicit boy
(man), girl (woman) texts. This reflected the finding that there are almost
universally different aspirations, expectations, and career paths for boys andgirls. Second, field tests showed that there was time only to discuss one
story each hour so it was decided to use the story of moderate success appro-
priate to the ethnicity and gender for the group. Last, group discussion wasnot taped. Instead, when possible, a second staff person attended and took
notes. The staff person leading the group or another adult present also took
notes. (See Appendix C for the group discussion recording form).

The story was used in a group of (ideally) four to eight youth,
homogeneous in ethnic group and gender, and with a small age range (two to
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four years). The purpose of the study was presented in English and when
appropriate in the ethnic language. Then each group member was given his/her
owin copy of the appropriate ethnic/gender story. The group was asked to
follow along with the group leader's oral reading of the text. Then, time was
spent defining words or clarifying phrases. Next, the story was begun again,
with the leader reading one line at a time. The group member was usked to
edit the story by changing any word or phrase so as to better reflect his/her
own biography or to correct confusions, omissions, mistakes, or other errors
in the text. Each of these changes was noted and discussed very briefly. The
leader used two questions to structure the discussion. First, "Was the story
realistic?' Second, "If it was your story, what would be different?" (What
would you change to make this your story?)

When the youth's English competence allowed it, the whole story was used
to stimulate group discussion about group and personal aspirations and
expectations about school and work.

The youth's written and verbal responses to the text constitute their
public understanding (i.e., what they will say in a group of ethnic age/gender
peers with one of us present) of aspirations and expectations appropriate for
someone of their ethnic background.

On the follcuing pages are examples of the unedited story as presented to
the respondent and a heavily edited version marked by a youth.

-9-
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Bounchanh arrived in the U.S. with three younger brothers and two
sisters in 1983 when he was 17. His parents were still in Laos, and
his father had been in a reeducation. camp for eight years.

Bounchanh had attended a village school in Laos for three years.
He helped his brothers and sisters to escape to a Thai refugee camp in
1979. He studied there by paying a tutor.

He wanted to get a good education in the U.S., but all he got out
of studying during his first year at the University were a lot of
headaches. He realized he wasn't cut out for college, so he
transferred to technical school and learned to be a machinist.

He liked working with his hands, and he made enough money as a
machinist to afford a modest three-bedroom house in the city.

When he had enough for a down payment for a house, he married hiss
girlfriend, who had just managed to graduate from high school. She
had a sewing job. Together they didn't have a lot of money for
luxuries, but they had enough to live on. They had four children.

Bounchanh worked a lot of overtime whenever his wife was on maternity
leave so they could keep up the payments on their house. He hoped to
move out to the suburbs someday so his children would not be tempted
by the evil influences of city life and so they would be able to go to
high-quality suburban schools.
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Each group session lasted at least one hour. Groups with more than ten
youth or with several youth of low English language proficiency were difficult
to lead. At those times, valid data were collected from those members who
seemed co understand the procedure.

Youth agencies, youth groups, and private homes were the best settings,
with school classrooms least satisfactory due to the ease of disruption and
distraction. Final interviews were done late in the school year and this made
group management more difficult.

Gender was kept homogeneous (e.g., a female staff for a female group)
whenever possible, and always so with the girls.

Some groups lasted more than two hours and became intense moments of
meeting and confirmation between the leader, representing the Americans, and
the youth who in their own eyes may never become a "real American."

Each group and its contact person were given the opportunity to include
that adult in the discussion.

Study Population

A non-representative sample was drawn from among those 14 to 22 years of
age from the local ethnic communities living in the seven-county metropolitan
area: (N-169). Three 23-24-year-olds and four 13-year-olds were included
because they were members of the friendship groups being interviewed.

Minneapolis: 100
Saint Paul: 42
Suburban Minneapolis:
Brooklyn Park: 8

Blaine: 6

Suburban Saint Paul:
Rosemount: 13

The study population by ethnicity, age and gender was as follows:

Age Cambodian
F M

Hmong
F M

Lao

F M
Vietnamese Totals

13 - 2 2 4

14-15 2 1 6 7 2 1 5 3 27

16-17 5 5 7 9 8 13 9 10 66

18-19 4 6 8 5 4 9 5 7 48

20-21 3 5 1 2 1 3 4 19

22-23 . 1 - - 1 1 3

24 - - - - 1 1

Totals 15 17 24 25 14 24 23 26 169
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An effort was made to include adolescents in roughly the same proportion
as they are found in the larger population of the main two counties in the
Twin Cities (Henrepin County which includes Minneapolis and Ramsey County
which includes Saint Paul).

Hmong adolescents comprise about 50 percent of the refugee youth in
secondary school, followed by about 22 percent Vietnamese, 18 percent Lao and
10 percent Cambodian.

The study population was found using intermediaries in local ethnic group
association, youth-serving agencies (e.g., settlement house), youth groups
(e.g., Boy Scouts of America), and the public schools, as well as youth known
to the research staff by virtue of their other roles, e.g., ESL teacher,
Vietnamese University student, graduate level psychology intern in the Univer-
sity's Office of International Education.

No attempt was made to develop a scientific sample and none was required
by the Statement of Work. Rather, a purposive sample was formed in which is
found a wide variety of differences in age, gender, social class, years in the
United States, years in refugee camps, English language competency, and
similar characteristics. No attempt is made to generalize findings to
specific subpopulations and none was required by the Statement of Work.
Rather, generalizations will be ideas about populations."

Data Analysis

A formal data analysis design was developed following the content
analysis methodology. It was to be applied to the text editing and to youth's
comments. The formal analysis proved unnecessary because the group leaders
were able to pick out discussion themes using their notes. This reflects the
limited range of answers within each discussion group and also within each
ethnic community. Each staff became somewhat more knowledgeable about one
ethnic group t.nd hence, better able to find themes and other problems in the
discussion.

Study Limitations

A major limitation is the absence of a sample of enrolled vocational
school students, ages 19 to 21 years old. Appointments for interviews were
set too close to the end of the school year. A second subpopulation missing
consisted of those who are marginal to public and/or ethnic community programs
and services, that is, those who have dropped out of school and are not work-
ing or are working in the underground ethnic. economy or engaged in illegal
street economy selling drugs, pimping, or the like.

Too great a reliance on the use of public schools as a locus of inter-
views resulted in group interview settings which were difficult--too many
youth, not enough privacy, and an inflexible time unit.

Summary

An innovative qualitative field study was done of 169 Southeast Asian
adolescents and youth to learn their educational and occupational aspirations
and expectations. Typical ethnic and gender success stories were constructed
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from interviews with adults in each ethnic community and these were changed by
the adolescents to reflect their own biographies and future plans. A modified
content analysis method was used to find themes in the data, and these themes
were organized to answer in a narrative the Primary Study Questions.

The Research Context

The ORR Statement of nork called for an innovative qualitative field
study of Southeast Asian adolescents' aspirations and expectations about
school and work. This was a luxury because it allowed the researchers to
specify how they proposed to answer the Primary Study Questions. The final
study design and methods reflected these questions, the local Southeast Asian
population, the study locale, and our professional orientation -- youth
development.

Our research group differed from the two others in part because of our
grounding to the issues of adolescence and adolescent and youth development.
These are our primary perspectives. This introduction to our perspective is
intended to sensitize the reader to these issues as found among the Southeast
Asian refugee youth.

Minnesota as Context

The Twin Cities of Minneapolis and Saint Paul are a seven-county metro-
politan area of about two million inhabitants. They are the major population
locus of the state, the home of the State Capitol, and the state and regional
educational and commercial center. The state's economic structure is
shifting, with business now given more importance than agriculture. High
technology invention and manufacture complement the huge national corporations
and headquarters here (e.g., 3M, Honeyell, Pillsbury, General Mills, Control
Data, etc.), and an active retail clothing market. Higher education too is an
industry and the state land grant school (University of Minnesota) and about
ten other public and private colleges and universities are located in the
metropolitan area.

Minnesota is known as a politically and socially progressive state where
its predominantly Caucasian citizens (of Northern and Eastern European heri-
tage) enjoy a relatively high quality of life. High school graduation is atabout 94 percent statewide, and the state has a relatively low unemployment
rate, particularly in the metropolitan area of Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Minnesota overall is a middle-class white world known for its progressive
sociopolitical life, its high quality of life, its hockey, its lakes and its
long and difficult winters.

Into this milieu were drawn more than 30,000 Southeast Asian refugees
from Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam. They joined other Asian immigrants from
Thailand, Korea, ethnic Chinese from several countries, and about 1,200
refugees from elsewhere. Currently about 46 percent of the Southeast Asian
refugees are under the age of 18 years old.

This study reports on the aspirations and expectations for both voca-
tional and life style futures of the Southeast Asian refugee youth living inthe Twin Cities. Its findings are considered to be tentative, for this is a
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population about which little is known and traditional research sampling
techniques are ineffective. Most existing data speaks to "Asian-American"
populations and since it includes a nunber of individuals who do not share the
refugee experience it is difficult to extrapolate to this 1,articular popula-
tion segment.

Introduction: A Youth Development Study

The study findings are organized by ethnic group and within that by the
Request for Proposal's "Primary Study Questions," so as to provide the presen-
tation with more integrity. It remains to introduce these findings so that
the reader will know our perceptions and have a context for interpretation.

It is suggested that this research group differs from those of our Cali-
fornia and Pennsylvania colleagues by our primary orientation to adolescent
and youth development. Hence, we approached the study as being about youth
who are refugees rather than refugees who are youth. So, too, with the
interviews. We interviewed youth and listened first to that, and then to
their gender, ethnicity, social class, and the like. Hence, in our minds, we
compare these youth and what we have learned from them and about them first to
other youth of the same age and then to children and then to adults. This
done, we then compare one group of refugees to another.

One consequence of our orientation was that the ORR's primary study
questions were placed first in the context of normal adolescent and youth
development--an abstract, artificial world in which are found typical patterns
of individual development along the continua of biophysiological changes,
cognitive changes, changes in ego functioning, changes in the structure of
reasoning about ethical issues, changes in social relationships, including
those with parents and peers, and the like. Added next were the distinctions
between chronological age and developmental ages and the typical incongruence
between these at certain points and in certain domains. Then, social context
was added, including neighborhood, community, biography (time, family, eth-
nicity, etc.), and the like. Moving along this mental model allowed us to
assess youth responses first as more or less youth-like and then as more or
less typical of one or another'ethnic group.

So it was with the basic ideas of "future," personal goals, educational
aspirations and expectations, and occupational aspirations and expectations.
This introduction continues with a short discussion of ideas within the con-
text of normal adolescent and youth development.

Developmental A-Synchrony

Developmental a-synchrony is used here to refer to two ideas: the incon-
gruence between chronological age and developmental age, and the incongruence
between and among an individual assessed on several developmental continua.
Many refugee youth from Southeast Asia are in violation of the sociocultural
normative. "social schedule" of personal and social development. They are
chronologically one age and developmentally another age because they have not
had the opportunity to master the appropriate "developmental tasks.' This is
a priori, given the vast language, social and cultural differences between
their ethnic world and ours. This incongruence is surely the source of much
confusion and tension. For example, the schools try to teach older adolescents
information and social norms learned by native children.
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Many of these youth may be developmentally a-synchronous in that their
bio-psycho-social development occurs at different rates. For example, they mayhave adult bodies, with cognitive development at the level of pre-formalreasoning when one has difficulty understanding concepts such as future and
probability.

The Office of Refugee Resettlement's Statement of Work sits precisely onthe issue of personal future, educationally, occupationally and economically.It is here precisely where are joined personal development, persormlity,social norms of the host country, and ethnic culture.

The Future: Aspirations and Expectations about Education and Employment

Adolescence and youth are invented social ideas. The study of
adolescents and youth followed these ideas by stressing this as a time orstage of life in between childhood and adulthood, a time of consolidation ororientation forward to the future, and to the real life of being an adult.Hence, there is a long tradition of studies and discussion about adolescenceas the time of preparation and about adolescents' conceptions of the future.(None of this is reviewed here.) In the context of that work, it can be saidthat American adults expect adolescents and youth to think about "what theywant to be when they grow up," and to have more or less clear plans for theircontinued education and later employment with the completion of their junioror senior year of high school. Not to think and plan and worry about this isa sign of "immaturity" or "irresponsibility" or personal troubles. Whilethere is great public recognition of the role of peers in the lives of ado-lescents, the future is a private decision arrived at after discussion withfriends, advisers, and--perhaps most crucially--parents.What is the future," for all practical purposes? It is a statement inthe present about later which has a "sufficient sense of reality to motivatebehavior." Consequently, the future is a way of talking about the self usingthe public language of school and work. Thus, a person's discussion about hisfuture is indicative of his socialization into the adolescent role. Fromanother perspective, the future is simply the answer given in response to thequestion, "What do you want to be (or to do)?" which uses a situationally
appropriate "language of motives." Cultures have biographies and there arecultural ways of thinking about the future as well as sociocultural options
for the future. Using a cognitive developmental

perspective, the future isunderstood differently by those with different capabilities to reasonabstractly. Thus, there are individual differences in the capacity tounderstand the adult model of near and distant future. Taken together, thefuture is a personal construction using a public vocabulary which motivatespresent behavior.

There are distinct social patterns in the clarity, object, and potencyfor present behavior of adolescent and youth aspirations for school and work.These vary by social class, ethnicity, religion, family size, and the like.Hence, to understand the youth's educational and occupational aspirations, oneshould compare answers across ethnic lines. This is not done. But the ques-tions lurk in the following text: "How do the responses of refugee adoles-
cents compare to those of indigenous youth?" If they are similar, what doesthat tell us? And if they differ, what do we know then? How much confidenceshould we have in the youth's answers since we do not have a history of theirsuccess in the United States.?
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In our culture, we are limited to understanding the future as following
the present and open to our construction. ilInce, a study of the present is
the only way to approach the future. So it is that we study aspirations for a
clue to possible future behavior. This is how we are said to build science
(and prediction) and this is the most reasonable way to develop public policy.

Ethnicity

Our perspective is like a single inns reflex camera. At the lens setting
f1.4, the foreground is clearly in fool:5 and the background is fuzzy. First
youth-ness was in focus and ethnicity was in the background. Now we shift to
emphasizing ethnicity and move youth to the hazy backdrop.

The ideas of one's future, one's educational plans, one's occupational
goals, and one's personal expectations of success are culture-bound in that
one's vocabulary cf words, ideas, and images, indeed, one's very sense of
"future" is learned. How one thinks about these. ideas as well as what one
thinks about them is social and cultural, as well as private, personal and
psychological. Hence, the caution is not to assume that the cultural meanings
and ways of understanding these issues as adolescents and youth are universal;
others may have different approaches, different meanings, and different logic.
Thus, many youth do not think about the distant future; rather, tomorrow or
next week or November is their future reference point. So it is that some
youth believe that their parents will work things out for them or that they
will have good luck or not have to make or keep plans; or that God will
determine their future and their own efforts are needless. Or that prayer
alone will help them become economically se12-sufficient.

If the future is a complex idea for many young, middle, or-older
adolescents and youth, it is even more complex to those who grew up in
an ethnic culture geographically and culturally far away from mainstream
American life. In this study, some Southeast Asian youth are Americans "for
all practical purposes," having been here all but two or three years of their
life, while others who have just arrived are "foreigners." In between are
those who have been here five to ten years. They live in both ethnic worlds.
And even those who have been here all or most of their lives must be under-
stood as living in both an idealized ethnic culture which is ideational (and
exists now only in the mind), and the real, ever changing culture of their
ethnic day-to-day life.

On Questions and Answers

Being a refugee means in part that one may have to learn new ways of
thinking about oneself, one's place in his/her family, one's private as well
as social responsibilities towards a variety of others, one's rights in
relation to others, and all the rest of what is called "socialization" into
the role of refugee. That is, one has to confront other's expectations of
oneself as a refugee, as a youth who is a refugee and as a refugee who is a
youth. One set of cultural norms has to do with the query, the place of
questions and answers in school, in everyday life with those from outside the
ethnic community. Americans ask and expect answers to all kinds of personal
questions, and they often ask these in front of other people who can hear the
answers. Second, Americans expect that one will have an answer to all of



their questions. They assume that it is appropriate to ask, that one willanswer, and that one's answer may or may not be a true response. What isimportant is that one answers. For Americans, one does not question anotheras a way to show respect and to learn wisdom. One simply asks as a was' tostart and keep a conversation going. Learning about how Americans use queriesis one part of learning to be a refugee and to succeed in America.
All of these get far more complex in the context of social scienceresearch in which a cultural understanding comes into play. One is expectedto answer a researcher's question and to do so honestly, with the knowledgethat the interview event will pass and be of no lasting effect on questioneror respondent. The "information" collected is not passed to governmentofficials, to teachers or to one's parents. All of these, too, get far morecomplex.

The crucial and simple point is that refugee youth with or without campexperience have to learn about queries and the various ways these are used ineveryday American life, including school and social research interviews.Add to this discussion
questions about one's future, and the othercomplexities of how one decides on the validity of the youth data becomesclear: the very topic, the future, the social institution of research, andthe research interview may all be strange, at least unclear. Hence, to askabout the future is to hear about the future as presented during the interviewto an outside researcher. The whole process of research depends on therespondent's understanding of the word "future", his having an idea about hisown possibilities; his willingness to talk to an interviewer about this idea;his willingness to talk about the future within hearing of his ethnic peers,and the like. (This is more than typical peer group hassling, it is relatedto the ethnic group stratification,

mobility, social control, and the like.)All of the Southeast Asian communities studied had a concept of future intheir language. There were language differences between communities in refer-ence to aspirations,
expectations, and one's ability to bring about his/herfuture. Minnesota values stress individual achievement as opposed to familyor group achievement,
while the Southeast Asian communities do not separatethe individual from his context, the family, and the larger ethnic community.Hence, the very research questions about individual goals and plans is intension with Southeast Asian ethnic social values.

Comparing Refugee and Indigenous,Outh

The Statc,ent of Work did not call for a comparison between the SoutheastAsian and indigenous American youth (nor did it ask for comparisons among thedifferent groups of refugee youth). Hence, this is not done. Yet it isimportant for policy and program development to be aware constantly that theseyouth must be understood as youth and as refugee youth and as members of aspecial cultural community. Policy and program should have multiple bases andit is not clear on its face that policy and programs for youth are moreeffective if youth are conceptualized as refugees than if the policy isformulated within a Western youth development model. It may be that thepolicy goals of enhancing effective adult employment and economic status canbe achieved by supporting programs of positive youth development within and/oracross ethnic boundaries.

Awareness of these issues may be a major contribution of this year-longinquiry.
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On Adolescence in Southeast Asian Cultures

A youth development perspective could start with the very ideas of
"adolescence" and "youth" by placing these within the culture of origin and
then within current refugee culture. This is not done nor was it required for
the Statement of Work. It is a subject of great importance to scholars and
policy makers who would understand normal growth and development from
childhood to old age, and the times and points of vulnerability and relativehigh risk to social and psychological morbidity. This would be a solid base
for designing (and evaluating) social interventions.

becoming Adult in a Changing Society

More than a title of a recent report by Coleman & Husen (Centre for
Educational Research and Innovation, Organization for Economic Co-operationand Development, Paris: 1985), this is the larger social context for under-
standing adolescence, youth, adolescence and youth, and adolescent and youthdevelopment. Questions about schooling and work are about growing-up andbecoming adult. How refugee youth do this is comparable to how this is doneby non-refugee youth, for both are preparing, at the same time, for the samegeneral society, and thus are subjected, at a minimum, to similar socialforces. Both are planning for an uncertain, ambiguous, unclear future, andhave access in their attempt to very different resources. This is the contextfor the Statement of Work, and is the larger context for reading the report.
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THE FINDINGS

The narratives which follow are the findings from the qualitative study
of Southeast Asian refugee youth's aspirations and expectations about schooland work. Each essay is about one ethnic community, with the flow of the text
following the Primary Study Questions. The sequence is Vietnamese, Khmer,Lao, and Hmong. The reader is encouraged to pay attention particularly to
differences both between ethnic communities and within each. A brief
discussion of the findings follows the narratives.

The Vietnamese

Discussion

Overall, Vietnamese adolescents and youth present idealized Americanaspirations for education and occupation. In general, they aspire for highereducation as a preparation for professional positions such as engineers and
computer scientists in local corporations. For those whose hard work and
constant studying cannot overcome their modest academic performance, aspira-tions are often toward small business ownership or the more highly paid
technical trades. Very few adolescents (14-17 years old) and no youth (18-22
years old) were unclear about their educational and occupational aspirations,with the exception of recent arrivals (less than one year in the United
States). Contrary to youth from the other ethnic communities, there seem tobe almost no gender differences in aspirations or expectations for school orwork for those with high academic performance. For those doing less well in
school, clear gender differences are seen in occupation choice but no
difference is seen in expectation of entering the work force.

The Vietnamese adolescents are focused on schoolwork during class and athome. They study after school in the afternoons and evenings and seem to
participate little in after-school activities. For them "school is a job,"and they develop strong work habits which are seen among Vietnamese university
students who also study long hours, often in the library, so as to avoid the
distractions of family life. In this case, they are supported by parents who
"sacrifice" for their children, with the expectation that they will be sup-ported in old age. Hence, in families where it is financially feasible, fewadolescents or youth are pressured to hold after school or weekend part-time
jobs, although some "help out" in family business and most have some summer
work experience.

Vietnamese youth expect a lot of themselves. In school, they expect todo very well if they "work hard" and they expect to do well later in college
and in their profession. Those long-term U.S. residents who do not intend to
go to college expect to do well in business or the trades. Family attitudesand values support these aspirations and expectations of present and futuresuccess. There is a strong emphasis on "making it" with the clear expectationthat you will be expected to contribute to both of your families--your own andyour parents. In this way, parents "invest" in their children, for the careerof their child determines in part the quality of their own later life. Alle-giance is to yourself and then to your family.
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This general picture does not include those hr have come to M.nnesota as
adolescents or youth during the last two years. These are "greenhorns" to the
Vietnamese community and are expected by it to do far less well than those who
have been here longer, due to minimal language skills and inadequate educa-
tional preparation. It is these youth who could embarrass those who have been
here longer and are doing well. The Vietnamese community is far less organ-
ized collectivaly than the Hmong community. Hence, there seems to be little
ethnic community effort to facilitate the adjustment and integration of these
late-comers. Compared to the early arrivals, these newcomers are very likely
to do relatively poorly in school and hence, are likely to be at the lower end
of the occupational ladder.

The number of early arrivals who have opened their own businesses--there
are more than 80 Vietnamese restaurants in the Twin Cities -- reduces the
employment barriers for the new arrivals. These businesses make it possible
for Vietnamese adults to enter the labor force before they acquire English
skills. The businesses also provide summer and transitional jobs for youth
and business experience for young family members. The visibility of these
Vietnamese restaurants and grocery stores creates a positive image of refugee
success; at the same time they offer employment to hundreds of .%mericans.

Many of the Vietnamese youth arrived in the United States before they
were teenagers and have lived here longer than they lived in Vietnam. Hence,
many are technically Americans. Yet all talk about themselves as Vietnamese,
and they are identified as "Oriental" or as non-Americans by the larger
community of non-Southeast Asians. For some, Vietnam is a place to return to
(after the Communists are ousted by someone, not themselves). Thus, far many,
their occupational choice may have been made with an eye to their place in a
new, democratic Vietnam. These youth expect to be economically self-
sufficient in both countries.

The difficulties faced by the newest refugees compared to earlier
arrivals is exacerbated for the newest young arrivals who came here without
parents. They will have to have the help of others in the Vietnamese
community if they are to meet the criteria of success, as it is defined both
by the Vietnamese community and the larger American society. Given the
powerful support for educational and economic achievement among Vietnamese,
these youth will likely become economically self-sufficient, but at a lower
level than those who came earlier and had a partially or fully intact family.

Vietnamese youth aspire to professional employment in the larger
community and most expect few harriers to their success in finding employment
or in promotion. Some are more sensitive to issues of racism or discrimina-
tion, but they do not expect to be defeated by these factors in American
society. Those who find English or academic skills a barrier to entering the
professions aspire to careers in "business' or plan to attend vocational
school. This suggests that the youth know something about different educa-
tional systems and how each is a pathway to a different occupation and life-
style. Much of this knowledge resides in older brothers and sisters who are
moving through these systems, as well as in the seemingly well-used school
counselors. For all Vietnamese youth, education is an absolute value, with
schooling seen as necessary and instrumental. There was almost no evidence of
an interest in education for its own sake. In this case, these,youth came
close to their cohorts from the larger society.

These adolescents and youth usually have somewhat different educational
and occupational aspirations than their parents--who may not have recovered
their former professional status in Vietnam. Their aspirations for education
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and occupations go beyond what their parents have achieved in this country,and they expect to achieve these with relatively little difficulty. Themajority of the college youth held aspirations to become a professional in atechnical science field. Compared to their parents, these youth expect farfewer difficulties in finding desirable jobs.
Vietnamese youth are expected to study after school and in the evenings.In the Vietnamese home we visited, there were strict rules posted regulatingstudy time, telephone use, and housework. A few suburban youth declined to beinterviewed because it would cut into their study time, and one boy was sum-moned home by his mother in the early evening because she felt he was spendingtoo much time away from his books. Ideally, the youth work only during thesummer break. In reality, some youth help in the family businesses, but eventhen they try to study. It is not uncommon to visit pi local Vietnameserestaurant and pay the bill to a fourteen year old who is sitting at the cashregister studying.

This picture is not true for
Vietnamese-Americans in foster homes orwithout immediate families. These youth likely work after school, usually inthe fast-food industry.

Most of the special enhancement programs for refugee and minority youthare for those with excellent to superior grades'. There is a clear need forsuch programs for the average student. Special support programs exist alsofor those doing poorly, and again the average student excluded. SomeVietnamese youth applied to the programs for superior students at the Uni-versity and were accepted. Programs to expand
occupational acid vocationalawareness seem absent.

Vietnamese youth believe that they can do well and are doing well inschool. Education, that is, schooling, is a basic value and school is neces-sary as a means of economic success. These youth use the larger MinnesotaCaucasian community as a reference group and do not compare themselves toother Southeast Asian youth. These youth see themselves as controlling theirown educational and occupational destiny and as manipulators within their ownworlds. Compared to other Southeast Asian youth, they are less dependent onsocial brokers within or outside the Vietnamese community (e.g. social welfareworkers).

In Minneapolis, the school system seems to have responded to theVietnamese youth's high expectations for themselves. Southeast Asian youthenrolled in bilingual programs are segregated by ethnic group. The Vietnameseattend a school from which 80 percent of the students go on to college, whilethe Hmong and Lao bilingual programs are located in high schools in blue-collar neighborhoods with stronger orientations toward vocational training.The Vietnamese youth hold personal and social values of achievementcongruent to those of their parents and other adults in their community.Vietnamese families are willing to contribute what they can afford totheir children's education with the expectation that this investment will paydividends in their old age. Parents mortgage their present for their child-ren's future (and in 'this way, their own). Youth study so as to get a goodjob, that is, a professional career. This will allow marriage, kids, a house,good furniture and electronic equipment, and the like, and then the ability tosupport one's parents. Individual and familial self-sufficiency are valuesand personal goals.

Refugee adolescents and'youth use their extended families to learn abouthow the world works, with the older siblings, rather than the parents, teach-ing the younger ones about the American educational system. Second as a
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teacher is the peer group and then one's formal school adviser. Theirs is a
family-centered system in which larger ethnic community groups, associations,
and churches play a secondary role. Larger trends, values, and institutions
such as nationalism, the politics of the Vietnam War, or the like, were not
presented as being crucial to the day-to-day effort to succeed in school. It

appears that all children within a family will be supported in e-e effort to
become educated, and to do their best, regardless of gender or incellectual
abilities.

These youth see their future as bright, as good as their current academic
performance and their expected performance in advanced schooling, university
or vocational. If one does well now, the future will come, and one will do
well then. One expects socioeconomic mobility; to be Vietnamese is to do
well.

These youth will marry, have children, (fewer than their parents), a home
and all the furnishings. They will live the American Dream as Vietnamese in
America, not as Americans who are Vietnamese. They will belong to a church
and attend it. They will eat Vietnamese food and pizza. They will raise kids
who will do well in America. Their Vietnamese identity will be in their
language, food, family and memory of Vietnam. Family comes before community
and cultural identity and its sources are found therein.

icrsonal effort leads to success; economic self-sufficiency is taken for
granted. Absolutely basic to success is English language mastery. Any
barriers are psychological, they say. Observers are far more likely to see
barriers and interpret these as institutional, such as racism, the mal-
integration between school and work, the labor market, and the like.

The Vietnamese use the formal social brokers in the school, and
informally, use their relatives and age-peers. They use these social brokers
in a way that does not foster their own dependence upon them. For them, pro-
grams are opportunities that are instrumental to the achievement of personal
goals; programs are not a way of life. This orientation to the use of public
bureaucracies may be a residual of their experience with the French colonial
government. Personal role models for these adolescents were relatives and
older siblings of their friends.

Overall, the adolescents and youth we interviewed were among the most
successful in the Vietnamese community, itself a group characterized by
comparatively high success to other Southeast Asian groups. We visited also
those who were doing average work and with those--almost always very recent
arrivals--who had not yet mastered more than the basics of spoken English.
Our findings and conclusions may be biased in the direction of higher success
than is typical of the larger Vietnamese youth community. However, this is a
distortion of degree, not of kind. Overall, these adolescents and youth spoke
as reflected in our text. These youth will do comparatively well- -they will
achieve economic self-sufficiency at a higher rate than other Southeast Asian
youth, and overall, will be at a higher socioeconomic level than the youth in
other Southeast Asian ethnic communities. This is so particularly for the
girls and young vomen. For those at the lower end of the scales for educa-
tional and occupational success,those Vietnamese doing less well compared to
other Vietnamese, will eo relatively better than those other Southeast Asian
youth doing less well than their agemates in their own ethnic communities.

A clear difference between these and other Southeast Asian youth is that
the Vietnamese will continue to try to succeed socioeconomically. There will
be few of these youth immobilized or otherwise constrained by psychological
tensions or massively disrupted family life. They seem able to cope with the
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stress imposed on them by their own and their families' high ambitions. Those
currently in foster care will do less well, for family cohesion and support
are crucial for individual success. Of particular concern are Amerasians, who
have much more complex bonds to both the American and Vietnamese communities
to decipher than do other Vietnamese refugees.

The prognosis for later arrivals, particularly those who came without
immediate family members, is far less good than the prognosis for those
Vietnamese refugee youth who arrived in the mid to late '70s. They will
likely have s harder time in school, be less successful, and hence, achieve
relatively less in terms of occupational status. Their income could, but need
not, reflect this due to the exigencies of the labor market, the cost of
education, and the like. The desire to remain living with parents and to
contribute to the parents' support seemed less strong in this group. These
youth are more likely than earlier arrivals to become involved in Vietnamese
and larger community criminal subcultures, we reason, but we have no data
about this.

The Vietnamese are a major contributor to the local image of the
successful Southeast Asian refugee, (that is, "Latest Refugees Find Success in
Schools, Minneapolis Tribune, November 17, 1986, p.13A). To many, Southeast
Mian means Vietnamese; and the success of these youth reflects well on their
own ethnic group and on Southeast Asian youth in general, while at the same
time, distracting attention from the average youth and for the needs of those
doing relatively poorly. Since everybody loves a success story, if not the
person who is successful, it is likely that attention will continue to be
focused on the most successful youth, most of whom are Vietnamese. Public and
private social agencies, mutual assistance associations, churches and citizen
groups apply pressure for this focus to be taken. The publicity given to
these youth is heartening to the American adults involved in refugee
resettlement and is used to promote Minnesota's self-concept as a state where
everyone has-a fair chance for personal success., Educators in particular can
point to this as proof of their assertion that personal and economic success
is attendant upon school success and that our schools are doing well.

The Vietnamese compare themselves to each other and to the larger
.Minnesota community; to them, other Southeast Asians are not as important.
The Vietnamese as a group are doing well compared to Caucasians and to local
native Blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans. Other Southeast Asian groups
compare themselves to the Vietnamese and often come up short. This no doubt
will continue, and such comparatively poor showing could lead to anti -
Vietnamese feelings and actions. Those Vietnamese doing relatively poorly
could suffer because it is they who will be easiest to find and abuse. The
others are living in the suburbs working and studying.

Social theory predicts that when aspirations are high and the means to
achieve these are limited, social deviancy occurs. So it may be with those
Vietnamese youth who hold high goals of personal success, fostered by the
success of their peers, but have limited school achievement. The desire for
the materialistic trappings of success may lead some youth into juvenile
delinquency and adult crime, particularly for those youth detached from the
social control of family either by physical separation or alienation. Recent
public reports of Vietnamese youth gangs in California and in Canada and the
emergence of the Vietnamese in the illegal drug enterprise may suggest
alternative paths to socioeconomic status and success. This does not appear
to be an issue in Minnesota.
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The Interviews

We interviewed two distinct groups of Vietnamese youth: newly arrived
youth whose.asp".rations tended to be in the trades and college-bound or
college youth who aspired toward the professions.

The story that was evaluated by the girls and young women was about a
Vietnamese girl named Mai, whose family sold its business in Vietnam in order
to escape. Mai arrives in the United States at age 17. She takes fairly
simple courses and gets B's and C's. She goes to school and works
two jobs to get ahead. She marries and gets pregnant at age 23. We defined
Mai as moderately successful.

One college-bound group of four also judged a story of a Vietnamese woman
whom our Vietnamese adult informant termed unsuccessful. Kim comes to the
United States without her parents. She does well in school, marries right
after high school, and attends the University at the same time she is working.
She drops out in her sophomore year after she becomes pregnant.

The reactions to the stories shoved that the youth felt you must take
your life into your own hands and take all necessary steps to be successful.
This conviction was especially evident in the four college-bound and five
college students, but also evident in a group of fourteen high-school-age
recent arrivals. Several in the college-bound group said that Mai did not
take the courses she needed to get ahead. At least one believed she was not
learning English because she was avoiding learning it by taking easy classes.
The college students felt that she should embrace the opportunity for a good
education and take more academic courses in science, foreign languages, math,
etc., and have a tutor help her with her English. They agreed, however, that
learning English was hard.

All the female college students had one or both parents working - -in a

factory or a store, or as a teacher or an electrical engineer. Most of the
students had also done some kind of work already: babysitting, working at
discount stores or fast food restaurants, doing office work, or holding a
student job as a lab technician. One student remarked that the older
Vietnamese kids might enter the labor force right after high school to help
out the family, but "the middle ones have more chance for a better education."

Some moderation in work was desirable to most of the college students.
The notion that both Mai and her husband would work two jobs did not appeal to
them. "Money is important, but it's not good to forsake the family for
Money," an 18-year-old freshman studying to be an engineer said.

The Vietnamese did not seem to feel any pressure either to get married or
to stop living with their parents. Some objected to a line in the story that
read, "She could save somemoney because she lived with her parents." "I'll
stay with my parents because I want to, not because of money-saving," the 18-
year -old freshman said.

The minimum age suggested for a woman to marry was 25, with one of the
five college students interviewed preferring 26 to 30. In regard to having
children, one wrote that this should be postponed until a few years after
marriage. "Starting a family should be in the early 30's," a 19-year-old
chemistry major remarked.

The college-bound students who read Kim's story echoed the concerns of
the college students about early marriage and childbearing. "She should have
waited to get married after she graduated from college and knew what her
career would be," a 14-year-old who'd been in the United States 11 years
commented. "She shouldn't have gotten pregnant until she graduated from
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college and raised enough money to have a baby. She should have gotten a job
that she's satisfied with first and then have a baby after." Her sentiments
were echoed by those in other interview groups. One remarked that the social
trend now for Vietnamese girls was to become "an independent woman" first, and
get married later.

Notable here was that these girls had a strong sense of self-
determination. When asked, "Well, what if Mai just got pregnant?" they
reiterated: "She shouldn't get pregnant." Without overtly mentioning birth
control, they expressed the belief that pregnancy is not just something that
happens to you; it is a matter of the woman's choice. This stands in stark
contrast to the Hmong girls, who considered family size much more a matter of
chance.

The college-bound and college students expected to be successful; their
success and the success of other early arrivals impose certain expectations on
the more recent arrivals. "Newcomers are pressured to get established econom-
ically as well as the earlier ones," said a 21-year-old senior in chemistry.
"So they would go to vo-tech to get jobs faster."

The later arrivals, high school students who had been in the United
States from three months to four years, did not share all of the values of the
college-bound and college students. They seemed more willing to move out of
the family home after high school. "I want to move out and enjoy my life,"
said a 14-year-old girl who had lived in the United States for four years.

"My parents are too old. It would be more fun to live on my own," said a
17-year-old.

Those who identified their parents' occupations listed them as "sewing,"
"cleaning up the building in downtown," factory work, and staying home to take
care of the children.

Some of the youth had already held jobs, usually in child care or the
fast food industry. A 17-year-old who worked as a babysitter used her money
to help her mother pay the rent, but kept some of her income for herself, too.
"I try to study, but didn't understand much Englisu to do work," wrote one
girl, who opted to attend summer school. After high school, the youth
expected to go to work, to English classes for adults, vocational school, or
college. (Four of the fourteen expressed interest in college.) "I will go to
vocational school because I don't think I have enough ability to go to col-
lege," said a 17-year-old.

Hard work is expected. Most felt comfortable with the husband and wife
both working two jobs. One would have reduced the husband's workload to one
job, while two respondents would have increased it to three.

Career goals that were mentioned were accountant, math teacher, teacher,
and beautician.

No one mentioned a marriage age of less than 23. Most thought ages 24 to
26 were appropriate, while one preferred 35 and another 40. Most of those who
expressed a desired number of children wanted two, while one wanted four.

Of the 28 Vietnamese males we. interviewed, seven were college students
and the rest high school students at one urban and two suburban high schools,
many of whom had been in the United States less than three years. Two of the
students were Amerasians living in a foster home.

They evaluated a story about Son, who came to the United States at age
17, was an average student, and became an electrician by going to vocational
school.

This story fit closely with the ideals of a number of the high school
students, who had aspirations at a similar level. Job goals included car
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mechanic (mentioned by four students), welder, a career in the Navy, machin-
ist, electrician, computer-related work, and "working in the sports area."
Those who hoped to go to college aspired to the professions of lawyer,

electronics engineer, engineer, teacher,.history teacher, and Catholic priest.
In general, the students seemed to have a realistic idea of their own

abilities. Many of the recent arrivals and a few who had been in the United
States several years rated themselves as average students. Only a few rated
themselves as doing better academically than Son. Average academic perfor-
mance did not hinder the students from planning to have careers with good
incomes, and most of the trades they chose could bring an income that would
accommodate middle-class dreams.

One problem that a primarily college-bound group of high school students
found with the story was that Son arrived in the United States at an awkward
age. "It's better to be younger when you come here," said a 15-year-old.
"It's better to be 12 than 17. He won't understand English much or the way of
life."

"The older you are, the harder it is to change," commented a 16-year-old.
"Fourteen would be OK. Then he has experience in Vietnam and here. Like

me, I came here when I was 5, and I don't know what Vietnam is like,' said
another.

Son's difficulty with school elicited real-life comparisons. 'Math in
Vietnam is harder, but (new arrivals) can't be in a high class in math because
they can't understand the terms. I have a friend in my algebra class and he's
calculus-level, but his English isn't good. Also, he does it the French way
and the teacher marks it wrong," a 16-year-old who has been in the United
States twelve years said. Another interviewee observed that Son must be
trying pretty hard because he was getting B's and C's even though he didn't
understand the language.

Some college students were dubious that Son could get a job doing
electrical work during the summers, and felt a job as a restaurant busboy or a
worker at a fast-food restaurant would be more likely to be offered and
mastered by someone with limited English. Others observed that the money Son
earned must go to help his family, and he would probably have to work year-
round, not just in the summer.

But the high school students had high hopes for Son's future. 'I've
heard of a lot of Vietnamese vho started out in the pit and work their way up
to a high level and get famous. If he stays in the business, he'll work his
way up to a higher position."

A 16-year-old suggested that the story should end with Son getting his
own business repairing televisions, but another disagreed.

"He could be his own boss but it might take a while; it might take five
years. He might not want to. It's too much to worry about."

"I disagree," said the boy who had suggested business ownership. "Be-
cause I tutor (new arrivals). Most are very ambitious. They want to open
their own store because everyone tried to do that in Vietnam. The rich get
richer and the poor stay poor."

This last boy described himself as "more ambitious" than his friends
because of "how I'm brought up. You must put all your effort into it. I must
do it for the family. If I were by myself, I might work in any job, as long
as it was easy." Later he added: "When I grow up, I want to support my
parents because they supported me."

Another 16-year-old wished to be a World History teacher because of a
World History teacher in another state whom he described as "a role model."
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"Not in history!" objected a friend who aspired to be an engineer.
"Everyone hates the subject. And students are such smart-mouths."

The college students who responded to the story discussed some of the
larger issues related to it. They were divided in whether their career goals
should come before all else, in whether they should hope to return to a peace-
ful Vietnam, in whether racism would hold them back, and in whether American-
ization was harming their cultural identity.

"I'm not interested in competing and spending thirty years doing the same
job. You need to force yourself to like it in order to earn money," said a
23-year-old math major. He was thinking about traveling a while, then going
into teaching because you "give your ideas and it's not too laborious." He
hoped to find himself in a position "where you don't need a lot of money."

"The United States is a country of opportunity; the main emphasis is onmoney. The more you've been here, you lose the idea of serving people," said
a college senior.

Another cited the considerable amount of discrimination and prejudice asa reason many Vietnamese go into engineering. "We tend to study engineering
due to egotism; we don't want others to look down on the Vietnamese. In order
to have a position (in American society), we need to be educated."

A 24-year-old senior felt that racism was institutionalized in the
American school system, that educators had not taken into account that the
Vietnamese "study differently" from Americans, and that professors were more
willing to help American students than Vietnamese. However, he believed that
racism resided in individuals more than in the society as a whole.

A competitive drive strongly fostered by the high standards of their
parents was what kept these college students going, in spite of obstacles and
occasional misgivings. Going to college for engineering was an alternative to
fighting in the Army in Vietnam, and younger kids continue to pursue that path
because of the pressure of the older generation, said a 21-year-old.

Some in this group said they considered returning to Vietnam to help
country a possibility, if the political situation changes, but they

don't expect those younger than they, whose memories of Vietnam are less
clear, to have the same dream.
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The Khmer

Discussion

The Khmer youth of Cambodia must be understood as two distinct popula-
tions: those who arrived in the United States without close family members and
those who came with some vestiges of their immediate and/or extended families.
In general, the Khmer youth not yet of college age or not attending college
were relatively unclear about their personal educational and occupational
futures. Non-college youth generally spoke of vocational aspirations, with
specific examples given for training in local vocational-technical institutes
(e.g. automotive technician, machinist) or on the job (e.g. police, military).
College youth expressed a wide range of professional interests, including high
technology engineering (e.g. computers), architecture, politics, and law.
There was interest expressed also in the human services.

Overall, all Khmer adolescents and youth seem to be suffering the results
of the war, moreso than youth in other Southeast Asian ethnic communities.
Symptoms associated with having suffered trauma seem almost common among them,
as is a pervasive lack of confidence in themselves or in the future. They are
far more likely to he relatively passive in the search for and use of social
brokers, but are responsive when approached by these human services workers,
indigenous and outsiders. These youth have a relatively pcor understanding of
our occupational structure and its relations to our educational system. These
patterns are more pronounced among the youth detached from their immediate
families, but occur among most youth interviewed. It is expected that there
is in the Khmer community a relatively high endemic rate of personal troubles
related to their horrific war experience.

Among adolescents and youth who arrived with some family, there are
gender differences in educational and occupational aspirations. Girls and
young women lack personal confidence and a sense of personal efficacy in the
present and over the future. They are poorly informed about educational and
occupational possibilities, lacking a basic vocabulary of words, concepts, and
ideas about the world of work. They aspire for employment as a general
activity, not to a particular occupation. Emphasis is put on the social
career of school, work, and marriage rather than on any combination of
marriage and an occupational career. These youth are expected to contribute
to their family directly by nurturing, that is, taking care of the family unit
and taking on the traditional role of women.

Boys and young men seem ungrounded in contemporary Minnesota options of
school and work. They have aspirations but little expectations of success at
these -- "I would like to do x but I don't know if it will work. It probably
won't." This attitude fits with the norm proscribing bragging and commitment
of the occupational self in front of others, but it appears to be more than
this. It is experienced, we believe, as an existential condition of being
uncleir, unknowing, unwilling to try, and being afraid -- the debility caused
by war. These youth oriented to holding a job as a practical consideration,
necessary for financial support, rather than to an occupational plan that
would bring them step by step to professional positions of prestige and
personal fulfillment. They concentrate on the immediate needs of the present,
not the long-term prospects for their future.
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"What can I get?" is the
don't ask about what could be.
the barriers to their futures
sociological. They seemingly
structures in school, between
work.

youth's question about their life's work; they
For these boys and girls, young men and women,

are psychological first rather than
can not utilize effectively existing opportunity
school and work, or between and among school and

These youth assess themselves as being behind and unable to catch up.
They compare themselves to Caucasian-Americans and the Vietnamese and find
themselves wanting. For them, there is insufficient time to catch up and to
prepare for American life. The dangers of this becoming a self-fulfilling
prophecy are obvious.

Unlike the Vietnamese with their family support or the Hmong with their
family and communal infrastructures, there are limited ethnic community sup-
port structures for the Khmer youth. There is no small business subculture,
few advanced relatives to advise about school and work and few ethnic
community groups organized to provide guidance. Available are the public and
voluntary human services and their few Khmer staff. Without these youth
workers or school staff, these youth would have only tenuous ties to the
larger worlds of school and work. How one gets a job is unclear to the youth.

Khmer youth want part-time and summer jobs, and some have these, like
doing newspaper delivery and working in fast-food restaurants. Girls, who
play the traditional female role in the home, seem to give their money to the
family, while boys use theirs for their personal needs, in this way lessening
the strain on the family budget. The self and the family are one, so that
financial interdependence is basic. Hence, youth are active participants in
their family's attempt at economic self-sufficiency.

The war is still alive in these youth. So too is the refugee camp. In

this one they learned about the meaninglessness of planning more than short-
term and that the educated were slaughtered. In the camps, they learned how
to be helped by outsiders, how to be a human services client. Youth workers
and other social brokers are accepted as necessary, but the youth are rela-
tively passive in searching for or asking for help. However, help is
accepted.

Cultural identity for the Khmer youth means a common memory of war and
refugee camps, one's language and Khmer dance, literature and food. Material
items place on the walls of one's home are a show of cultural identity; so too
are the traditions which must not be forgotten. Above this is the same ques-
tion: "How can I make it in America?"

To be a victim does not mean necessarily to be helpless. Khmer youth do
not see themselves as helpless or believe that they are helpless. Yes, they
have much against them, but they will, as they must, keep going. They are
somewhat immobilized, surely somewhat dependent upon human services, but many
have hope. Even underdogs succeed. Proof is found in the Khmer youth workers
who serve as role models and who exhort these youth to study and succeed.

The Khmer, unlike the other Southeast Asian youth, seem less linear or
more hermeneutical and realistic in their thinking. They seem more interested
in helping others in their community as human services workers than the youth
of the other ethnic groups. More than anything, many of these youth seem
almost dazed and because of this, appear relatively unfocused in their aspira-
tion and actions. Whereas in the Vietnamese and Laotian communities, those
who are now adolescents will do better than their parents, among the Khmer,
there are relatively few parents. The absence of fathers is particularly
noteworthy; 82 percent of welfare-dependent Cambodian families in Hennepin
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County are female-headed. Khmer youth may succeed at about the same rate as
the adults in the other Southeast Asian communities. They are the Khmer
transitional generation.

A culture supporting intellectual and cultural achievements was violently
disrupted when those who were educated and talented were destroyed. These
Khmer adolescents and youth have the possibility of discovery and building
upon these sociocultural sources of intellectual and occupational achievement,
and in this way, revitalizing their culture and stimu]tting themselves.
Whether they can do this without long-term supportive human services is the
question. It is not worth risking a negative answer.

In every way, it is crucial to distinguish in public expectations between
the several Southeast Asians ethnic communities. This is so particularly for
the Khmer, who carry the burden of their recent history and are without the
many personal, familial, and communal structures and resources necessary for
shouldering many expectations of successful modern life in Minnesota. They
need time and help.

The Interviews

The interviews with Khmer youth revealed the youth's uncertainty about
their future, as well as their attachment to certain ideals and traditions of
Cambodian life.

We talked to two groups of girls and young women, one a high school
English as a second language class and the other a group of young women who
had come to the United States without their parents. An 18-year-old in the
high school class was married; the others were single.

The story they evaluated was that of Waliwon, who lost her family in
Cambodia, lived in an American foster home, moved out on her own, got a job
and went to junior college.

The girls who were detached from their immediate faiilies talked about
the instability of their foster home life. Rather than attempt to resolve
conflicts that arose in the homes where they were placed, some of the girls
chose to move when there were problems: for example, other foster children
they couldn't get along with in an American foster home or not enough freedom
in a Cambodian foster home. But they hoped to stay with their foster family
or relatives if invited to do so after high school. Most disagreed with
Valivon's decision to live with two other Cambodian girls, saying that degree.
of independence would give her a bad reputation.

All planned to work in the future. "I will go to'work after school,"
said a 23-year-old high school senior. "I like money, but I don't like
school. I would like to save money and travel."

"College is too hard so I would go to Vo-Tech, take courses in account-
ing, and then work," said a 20-year-old high school sophomore.

A 17-year-old sophomore wanted to "become a Marine and a doctor. I would
spend half-time in the Marines and half-time in school. The Marines would pay
for my college."

This girl said she was not interested in children and would not like to
marry. The others expressed interest in marriage, and most thought 18 to 25
years was a good marriage age.

The young women were anxious about their futures; one said she woke up at
night and worried about having no definite future; if she had a family it
would be different. They felt put down by Americans and were always looking
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for a different school or different family, where they would feel wanted.
They were confused about their Cambodian Identity; they were angry about the
rigidity of the culture and felt out of place in both their own community andthe American community.

The other female high school students echoed some of the concerns of the
girls living in foster homes. Many had lost immediate family members in
Cambodia, and they felt insecure about their futures in the United States.They felt Americans had a such stronger sense of direction than they did.

"Americans are rude," said one. "They don't let us speak our own lan-guage."

Some also complained that their parents were too traditional or strict."If you don't study, you get the bamboo stick," said one.
"Girls must study and do housework. Boys don't do housework," saidanother.

Uncertainty about the future derived in part from financial insecurity(no means to pay for education) and from uncertainty about what they were able
to achieve. Career goals mentioned were registered nurse, nursing assistant,secretary, or law. Several mentioned that their mothers' wishes were
influential in career choice. The young women felt pressured to fill the
traditional Cambodian woman's role of helping people. "Girls help people andboys can do what they want. Boys need to be smarter," said a 17-year-old whohas been in the United States four and a half years.

"Men have to be smarter than women to support a family," a 16-year-oldsaid. This girl thought it would be a good idea for husband and wife to work
alternate shifts so someone would be home with the children at all times. Thegirls expected that the youngest in the family would stay home to take care ofthe yarents.

'.'he Khmer youth felt they were anchored in the Cambodian community, but
recognized that there is a lot of conflict in that community because of thepolitical upheaval and division that took place in Cambodia. One girl didn'tknow whether she wanted to get involved with the Cambodian community as anadult "because the Cambodian adults don't get along well with each other."

We talked to three groups of Khmer boys and young men. One group
consisted of boys detached from their immediate families; one vas a social
group living in a public housing project, and another was an English as a
second language high school class.

The story that the male youth evaluated was about Van, whose .parents arefactory workers. He gets a job in electronics assembly, marries at age 20,and stays out of trouble.
The youth genera3ly thought that Van's parents were more successful thantheir own. They thought it unlikely that parents could get factory jobs."They can't find easy jobs when they first come," said a 16-year-old. "Fac-tories don't take unskilled workers. Plus, they don't speak English."
A few noted that there maybe exceptions in families with previous train-ing, in which both parents work. But a new car and a new house were out ofreach for most. "My mother was on A.F.D.C.," one wrote on his story sheet."Had no new car or new house."
Some rated themselves as higher, and others lower than Van in academic

abilities, although most considered themselves average. English, math, andscience were mentioned as difficult subjects.
The youth stated various goals for post-high school. One wanted to get ajob right away so he could marry. But several objected that it was unrealis-tic for Van to get a job right after high school, and he needed to develop
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skills first by going to college or vocational school. The youth saw voca-
tional school, the military, community college, or the university as ways of
getting necessary skills. As career goals, they mentioned welding, the Army,
being a police officer, working in an auto body shop, teacher, auto mechanic,
electrical engineer, laboratory technician, computer programmer, and artist.
One wrote that he would take "any job avaible to me."

Pessimism was readily expressed. "I want to be a policeman, but I don't
think so because of my English ability," said a 16-year-old who had been in
the United States one year.

"We won't be lawyers because we're not that smart," said a 17-year-old.
"We have problems with English," a 19-year-old agreed.
"I want to go to college, but I don't know if I will get in. I don't

know what I want to study. If I can't get into college, I will go to vo-
tech," said an 18-year-old.

All those who aspired to go to four-year colleges rated themselves as
above average students.

"I think I can get a high education in the United States and find a high-
paying job," one such youth said. "I feel confident that I can." Another
student who wanted to go to college thought age 20 was too young to marry. "I
yant to finish college and find a good job first." Many others also believed
Van and his wife were too young to marry and should have postponed marriage to
their mid-twenties.

The students did not believe they would forsake their Cambodian heritage,
no matter what their ambitions are. "A lot of Cambodians think about
Cambodian culttze: not just themselves but their community and people and
country. They try to reach out for community service--not just live selfish-
ly," a 20-year-old high school senior said. Some mentioned the importance of
religion and said they don't want to forget about going to temple, even if
they also attend a Christian church because their sponsors are Christian.

"In some things, they (Van and his wife) can act American, but they must
keep their culture in their mind. They must act like Cambodians with their
friends, or people will think they're strange," a 19-year-old observed. His
peers agreed:

"You cannot forget your culture if you were born there."
"Your skin is different."
The youth speculated that the reason Van tried not to think about his

country is so he wouldn't be sad. "I think about the past alot," said a
young man whose parents were killed in Cambodia. "All Asians try to help each
other if they can...;" said one young man, and another finished his sentence:
"...because it's a foreign country."
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The Lao

piscussion

The Lao are the least recognized Southeast Asian group in Minnesota.
With no group very widely understood by anyone except select service pro-
viders, this reflects a deep ignorance. Many Minnesotans are at least
somewhat familiar with the Vietnamese because of the United States' lengthy
military involvement in Vietnam, with the Khmer because of the film, "The
Killing Fields," and with the Hmong because of wit:: publicity about their role
in helping the CIA and their concentrated presence in urban neighborhoods.
But the Lao remain enigmatic to most, and their qualifications as "refugees"
are not clearly understood.

The Lao men who were resettled here were loyal to the Royal Lao Army (or
had fathers who were loyal) and served that Army in alliance with the UnitedStates. Because of their military roles, many of the men were imprisoned in
reeducation camps after 1975, from which they escaped to bring their families
to "freedom," if confinement in Thai refugee camps can be so defined.

Although there is a Lao mutual assistance association in Minneapolis, theethnic Lao are not a tightly knit community like the Laotian Hmong. In
schools, neighborhoods, and employment, they are often mistaken for Hmong,
which disturbs them because of the sense they have of being from a superior,more civilized culture, Ill feelings are exacerbated, in some cases, whenthey see themselves surpassed by an elite group of Hmong in education and
employment. In Laos, the Hmong were the minority group; in Minnesota, theHmong far outnumber the Lao, and the Lao have had to adjust to this reversal.
Because there are so many more Hmong than Lao to be served, and because the
educated Hmong speak Lao, while the educated Lao don't speak Hmong, the Hmonghave been favored for work as interpreters and in the social services. Thesejobs are among the few entrees to the middle class for adult Laotian refugees.

Because of their looser community t.es, the Lao have been willing to
scatter into different Minnesota communits rather than concentrating sowholly in Minneapolis and St. Paul as the Minnesota Hmong have. The Lao livein the mid-sized towns of Worthington and St. Cloud, and in Minneapolis's
southern suburbs, as well as in Minneapolis and St. Paul. Many.of those wholive in the inner city maintain the dream of moving to the suburbs to gettheir children away from what they see as the evil influences of city life:
drugs, crime, loose m rals, and indolence.

While the Minnesota Hmong .community has some outstanding success
stories, the Lao community overall has a much more stable pattern of employ-
ment, with a welfare dependency

rate less than two-thirds that of the Hmong.Most of the Lao in Minnesota
are from lowland urban areas of Laos, and theyhad at least several years of education, some of them completing high school

and even going beyond. The Lao do not appear to have the high level of
entrepreneurial spirit that the Vietnamese do, although a few do own small
businesses; nor do they seem as loathe to start at the bottom of the ladderand work their way up, as the Hmong do. Everyone in the Hmong community knowsof its most successful members; the Lao do not seem to be nearly as familiar
with the educated members of their community who might serve as role models tothe youth. This may be because academic achievement is not as great a noveltyto the Lao.
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Expectations that most Lao parents have for their teens is that they getsome kind of vocational or community college training. The children tend notto do well enough in school to be likely candidates for college scholarships;a number of fathers see military service as a good alternative for theseyouth, with the possibility that the G.I. bill could later finance a collegeeducation.

The young Lao men we encountered had the most distinctive dress and hair-styles of any of the Southeast Asian youth. They had adopted a mild punkstyle that does not make them look aggressive but does assert their identity
as different from that of their parents. In spite of a rebellious look, theLao youth were polite and cooperative. An English as a second language
teacher who works with the Lao believes that this punk look, characterized bytorn jeans and leather, is an affordable way for the low-income youth to havestyle and set themselves apart. It is also a way for the youth to assert
their freedom from the Communist regime in Laos, which strictly regulateddress and hairstyles. Their appearance may limit the types of jobs that willbe offered to them in the short term.

While their style is imitative of that of American punks, the Lao youthdo not appear to be in friendship groups with those Americans. Like the otherSoutheast Asians, they become Americanized by imitating American behavior andlooks (as yell as they can understand them) within their own ethnic group, notby becoming integrated into an American social group.

The Interviews

We interviewed the Lao youth at an urban high school and a suburban highschool. We also interviewed some Lao males who attend a regular socialgathering in Minneapolis.

The story we presented to the Lao girls and young women was based oninformation given us by a Lao woman who. has been in the United States since1975. It is about Anoulack, who gets divorced after a bad marriage, finds a,good-paying job, and is able to live comfortably and independently on hersalary. Two-thirds of the girls we interviewed had been in the United Statesonly a year, and they
were generally shocked by the story, exhibiting a vastdifference in acculturation. They thought that Anoulack's dating would beconsidered like prostitution. "I know a woman who dates men," said an 18-year -old who felt Anoulack would have a bad reputation. "She had two kids andgave them to Americans for money. Older people don't like her."

The girls did not consider Anoulack's marriage unrealistic, but said thatthey planned to avoid any such marriage by making a thoughtful choice of aMate.

The girls were accepting of a marriage age younger than that preferred bythe Vietnamese, but older than that accepted by the Hmong. They said a girlmight marry between the ages of 14 and 16 if "she didn't listen to herparents" and (we might presume) got pregnant, but they regarded such a stepunfavorably. They thought that 19 to 22 was a good age to marry for a youngwoman who wasn't planning to go to college. "We think about marriage but wehave to control ourselves," said a 17-year-old girl. "We have to study andget a job first."

A few of the female students mentioned going to a community college or afour-year college, but showed some hesitation, adding "if I can do it."
"To get a better job, you need someone to help you, like a volunteer(English tutor)," a 17-year-old said.
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The girls had career goals in the areas of computers, bankf-,g, account-
ing, interpreting, and teaching. One was resisting her parents' wish that shebe a nurse or a doctor because she felt her patients would speak English too
fast and she wouldn't understand them. Some said their career goals depended
on their parents' or husbands' wishes, and others that their goals depended ontheir own desires. "Sometimes I care about what my parents think, but it's up
to me," said a 17-year-old. The girls had a role model, a young Lao woman
attending the University of Minncota, but she had told them that the Univer-sity was very difficult, making them feel more hesitant to give it a try.

All the girls stressed the importance of making money, reflecting an
expectation that they would be self-sufficient. When they talked about higher
aspirations, like buying a house, larrying a rich man, or being a doctor or
interpreter, they amended, "It's just a dream."

In the male story, Bounchanh comes to the United States with his youngerbrothers and sisters as head of family. He doesn't do well in college, so hegoes to vocational school, earns enough to buy a house, then marries and hasfour children.

The male students' responses to the story show that most believe that
self-sufficiency should be acquired before marriage, and that this is mainly
the responsibility of the male. While most are not confident of their ability
to do well in college, they see other routes open to themselves and expect to
becowe self-sufficient by learning a trade or office skill. They are ready totake the necessary steps to achieve this goal: vocational school, hard work,
marriage to a spouse who would be able to work, late marriage, and relatively
small family size.

The male students did not display much confidence in their academic per-
formance and their ability to succeed at a college level, even if they couldafford it. Vocational-technical school and the military were most often
mentioned as a means to get job training. A frequently mentioned vocation was'machinist." Others had goals of becoming a cartoonist, photographer, elec-
tronics engineer, drafter, janitor, mechanic, computer-related worker, orelectrician. The young men had dreams of being doctors, teachers, or inter-
preters, but saw these goals as only dreams.

"I wanted to get a good education in the U.S., so I can go in the Marine
Corp and be a tough american soldier. I like working with my hands and bodyso I can be physically tough

fighting man and get the higher rank to get thebetter pay rate to support my family. I would like to get married and havethree kids," wrote a high school student. He was quite insistent on this goal,
even though his pacifist teacher had been trying for some time to dissuadehim.

No boy mentioned an age of marriage younger than 20, and one boy thought42 was an ideal marriage age. The median age mentioned was 29. The age theboys wanted their mate to be was slightly younger. On the extremes, one boymentioned the age 18 as ideal for a wife, while two mentioned the ages of 36to 40. While the latter figures may appear exaggerated, they reflect a
consciousness of the American ideal of pt.stponing marriage until financialstability is achieved.

Among the boys, the largest desirable family size is five children, withmost preferring two to four children.
Among the dreams for the Lao youth is the ideal of living in the suburbs

"because they're quiet and peaceful and have more fresh air." Problems withliving in the city included--for some--concern about their relations with
American minority students and about their ability to control their tempersduring confrontations.
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"Those guys like to fight," said one teen.
"They treat us bad because we are aliens."
"They're jealous because we have a beautiful car.".
Others said they got along OK with American students of all races. The

teacher observed that her Lao students, in spite of how a few of them talked,
did not get into fights with other students.

While they had developed loyalty to their high school, the students
thought that their English learning was being inhibited by the clustering ofLao students at one city school. Thay thought they could learn more Englishif they had American friends, but found it hard to develop those friendships.
They also felt reluctant to invite an Meriden into their homes because the
Americans might not understand their way of life. One young adult did not
want an interviewer to come to his home because the place where he lived withhis youn er siblings was "so terrible."
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The Hmong

Discussion

Hmong youth have special difficulties that must be regarded whr-r:
determining their prospects for self-sufficiency. It appears that the Hmong
community is at risk for splitting into two distinct social groups: theambitious middle class and a welfare-dependent class that is estranged from
American society socially, economically, politically, and culturally. Per-ceivable social stratification is already occurring, with certain Hmong
individuals making significant achievements in education, employment, and home
ownership, leaving others far behind them. In Minnesota, welfare dependency
is higher among the Hmong than it is among any other refugee group--63 percent
for the Hmong, compared to 38.2 percent for the Lao, 31.9 percent for theVietnamese, 41.2 percent for Cambodians, and 5.5 percent for the general
population. (It should be noted that a significant number of the welfare-
dependent have a family member working part-time, so dependency rates should
not be equated with unemployment in all cases.)

This high rate of velfav, dependency can no longer be considered a tran-sitional problem. In Hennepin County, the Hmong refugees no longer eligiblefor federal cash assistance who are on public assistance have been in this
country, on average, for 75 months--compared to 61 months for Lao, and 46
months for Vietnamese and Cambodians. Twenty-seven percent of the Hmong
families needing public assistance are female-headed, but most are intact.

So in studying Hmong youth, we must look not only at ethnicity but at theeffects on the majority of the youth of growing up in a welfare-dependent
family in a poor, urban_neighborhood with high levels of crime and unemploy-ment.

After speaking with almost fifty Hmong youth, the researchers concludedthat the present generation of Hmong youth will be somewhat better off thantheir parents' generation in regard to employment and economic status, butwill remain high risk for being welfare-dependent. The upcoming generationwill do "eiLner better or worse" than their parents, observed a 15-year-oldboy who is concerned about the number of English-proficient Americans who arehomeless or depend on food shelves to survive. By worse, he meant worse thanbeing welfare-dependent, perhaps out on the streets.
The factors that will contribute to lack of self-sufficiency are these.

1. Early marriage age. In spite of counsel from leaders and parents to
postpone marriage until completion of high school, Hmong youth
continue to marry at ages far below that of the general population.Hmong girls marry, on average, almost a decade earlier than Americanwomen. One eighth-grade Hmong wife estimated that a third of the
Hmong girls in her eighth grade class were already married. (Thepeak marriage age for Hmong girls is 16.; most marry between the agesof 14 and 18, while boys marry between the ages of 17 and 23.) On
the other hand, some girls were determined not to replicate the
"mistakes" of their friends and avoided contacts that might lead tomarriage. We met a number of 19-year-old single Hmong women, but an
unmarried woman over that age would indeed be a rarity. One co'lege
student estimated that perhips one percent of Hmong women over age 20
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and one percent of Hmong men over age 23 remain unmarried, although
., -.se percentages are gradually increasing.

Some Hmong adults believe that the marriage age for Hmong girls
actually decreased since arrival in the United States because of

erosion of parental authority. In Laos, the parents could prevail
upon the girl to stay home and help them for another year before
marriage. In the United States the girl, who might be at odds with
her parents because of her "Americanization," is less likely to yield
to her parents' wishes. Marriage can be a form of "running away."

Because they are growing up in an American environment where
adolescence is prolonged and instant gratification is glorified and
because of their limited exposure to responsible adult behavior, it
is likely that Hmong girls in the United States At age 14 or 15 are
less mature than they would be at that age if they were raised in
prewar Laos.

Minnesota law permits marriage at age 16 with the parents'
permission and at age 18 without permission. Legally sanctioned
marriage is rare among the Hmong; even those who might legally
qualify procrastinate about obtaining a marriage license, although a
license is eventually obtained. Some believe that licenses are
unnecessary if you are not a citizen, and that age restrictions do
not apply to noncitizens. Recognition of the marriage within the
culture is so emphatic that a marriage license may seem superfluous_

2.. Early childbearing and large family size. A combination of pressure
to prove fertility, tradition, health beliefs, and distrust of birth
control results in high birth rates for Hmong teenagers. Girls who
marry between the ages of 12 and 16 usually have one to three
children by the time they reach 18. One of the teenagers we inter-
viewed reported that her classmate in a Wisconsin high school had
five children by the time she graduated from high school at age 18.

The Hmong fertility fate in the United States is 304.7 per 1,000
for women ages 15 to 44. Every year, three out of ten Hmong women in
this age group gives birth, according to a 1987 report by Robert A.
Hahn and Marjorie A. Muecke. ("The Anthropology of Birth in Five
U.S. Ethnic Populations: Implications for Obstretical Practice" in
Current Problems in Obstetrics, Gynecology and Fertility, Vol. 10,
No. 4). The large family size that was appropriate and desirable in
an isolated farming village in Laos locks families into poverty and
helplessness in the United States.

3. Home environments that are not conducive to study. The multi-
generational nature of the Hmong household means that there are many
family members in each household, most of them children. A Hmong
teenager may be living not only with his or her own parents and
siblings but with a sister-in-law and nieces and nephews. The sounds
of the television, babies crying, kids quarrelling, and adults dis-
cussing family problems are all likely to go on at once. At night,
in most public housing projects and poor neighborhoods, it becomes
,oppressively noisy outside, with loud music, the sound of motors
being gunned, gunshots, arguments, glass breaking, etc. The noise,
combined with fear of break-ins, may result in poor sleeping, which
will further inhibit the youth from doing well in school.
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A teenager is pressured to join in the family activity; shouldhe choose not to, it is still difficult for the teenager to concen-trate on his or her studies. It is also difficult for the teenager
to find someone who can help him or her with homework. The teen may,in fact, be required to help the parent with his or her homework.
The youth may also be required to do a lot of chores that will dis-
tract them from their studies--this is particularly the case with
girls, who do much of the cooking, child care, and housework. Obli-gations to help out go beyond the immediate family, and the youth
find themselves helping less acculturated and less literate familymembers.

The materialistic emphasis in most Hmong families is on cars,
televisions, video cassette recorders, cameras, stereos, tape record-
ers, sewing machines, and freezers, not books, magazines, newspapers,bookshelves, or desks, or other study aids. In high-crime neighbor-
hoods, these luxury items must be guarded, and teenagers often
perform house-sitting duties while parents go out.

4. Limited ability to conceptualize about future employment. More thanany other Southeast Asian refugee group, the Hmong seemed unable to
conceptualize about future employment. Few seemed to have any defi-nite career goals. Although most girls said that it was importantfor the wife to work part-time to help her family, very few had anyidea of what type of work a young woman could get. "Any kind ofwork* was the most frequent reply, the same reply that chronically
unemployed Hmong adults give when asked what type of work they arelooking for.

Young Hmong men's entry into the work force was delayed by lackof clear career goals, inability to judge the suitability of a
particular career, and unrealistic ideas about what work is availablefor those with a high school education or less. Like their fathersand older brothers, young Hmong men are exhibiting a pattern oftaking vocational courses and deciding afterwards that the work theyhave trained for is too hard, dangerous, demeaning, unavailable, orotherwise unsuitable, then switching to another training programinstead of joining the work force full-time.

As their training period lengthens, the family size continues toincrease, and by the time vocational training is completed, the youngHmong man is often hard pressed to be able to support his family,even if he is higher up on the wage scale than those with only a highschool education.

5. Early and widespread dependence on welfare. Under the welfare
system, the more children you have, the larger the grant, and the
more affordable are certain luxuries such as late-model cars andtelevision sets. A Hmorg family usually gets its start while atleast one of the parents is under 18 and receiving AFDC. By the timeteen parents reach 18, they may have two or three children and thusqualify for AFDC as a family unit of their own. The young family hasalready adjusted to the regulations of welfare. What is most advan-tageous to the family under the welfare system is not what is most
advantageous to a self-supporting family; yet the family tends toconform to the system under which it was originally founded.
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The welfare system fits the Hmong people's image of themselves
as independent people much more than low-wage employment. In Laos,
except for military service, the Hmong avoided wage labor. The
Hmong never lcze to be other people's slaves," one community leader
explained.

The welfare system also fits in with the Hmong ideal of inter-
dependence. The U.S.-supported Royal Lao Government depended on the
Hmong to serve as soldiers during the Vietnam conflict. Nov that the
Hmong have lost their homeland--in part, they believe, because the
Americans were not tenacious enough in their struggle--they are
depending on the Americans to help them out. The Hmong believe that
such help was promised to them during the war, and that Americans
should be held to their promise. Welfare support seems small compen-
sation for the loss of their cousins, their farms, their animals,
their country, and their way of life.

The adult. generation, because of its strong cultural memory and
spirit of mutual cooperation, seems able to avoid many of the social
ills that come with long-term unemployment. But the upcwaling genera-
tion is quickly forg....:ting or never learning Hmong customs and social
code and may become at high risk for socially deviant behavior if it
remains on the bottom rung of American society.

Parental authority is greatly undermined by the family's welfarestatus. Under the AFDC program, adults are ..ped not for their own
sake but because their children need help. in this sense, it is the
children who are supporting the parents. Teens whose parents perform
no interactive role with American society may behave scornfully
toward the adults.

6 Lack of role models, The Hmong leadership and most Hmong parents
emphasize the need to complete a high school education before mar-
riage. In this respect and in any others, the Hmong have proven
themselves resistant to the advice of their leaders. Although they
may recognize that their leaders speak of the ideal, they also
believe that fate will probably intervene and aspirations will be
tossed quickly aside when the impulse to marry occurs.

The Hmong have some powerful role models who inspire the male
youth who excel, including several Hmong with master's degrees or
doctorates who are in the fields of law, computer science, medicine,
and education. But the youth who are not college-bound have an in-
sufficient number of realistic role models: people in the technical
trades with stable employment histories who live a more prosperous
life than those on welfare. Instead, if they look to Hmong adults as
role models, they see a considerable number of people who have either
been in and out of the work force or just never in. They see a
widespread attitude that work is an optional part of American life,not an obligation. And they see, in their own community, very little
stigma attached to being on welfare. In fact, several of the girls
interviewed for this study--all of whose families live in public
housing--asserted that all the Hmong in the United States are 'middleclass."

Only a few Hmong women have received their bachelor's degrees,
but they are not as visible as the young Hmong men who have graduatedand so are not considered role models by most younger girls. Rela-



tively few adult women work outside the home. A 19-year-old girl who
was finishing high school said she was regarded as "tough" by her
peers because of her resistance to marriage and her insistence oncontinuing her education. An 18-year-old Hmong woman from a
neighboring state, who has been highly honored for her academic
achievements and is attending a prestigious college in the East, wasregarded mostly with incredulity by the Hmong, who felt it was impos-
sible for a Hmong woman to achieve the goal of becoming a doctor.Her aspirations were scoffed at, and it was expected by both teenage
girls and young men that she would give up her ambitions for mar-riage. College and marriage seem incompatible to many Hmong girls,
because long hours spent in class and in the library would arouse the
husband's suspicions.

7 Discrimination. The Hmong youth were concerned about discrimination
experienced by both their parents and themselves. Because of this,
several of the Hmong youth were skeptical about whether their hardwork and aspirations could truly lead them r.o success. The fathersof the Boy Scouts we interviewed expected their sons to be leaders
and seemed to consider the Boy Scouts good leadership trainingground. These fathers were generally former military leaders inLaos. But the Boy Scouts were concerned that a Hmong man with a
master's degree had been unable to find a.job. They had a strong
consciousness of not being accepted into the mainstream of the
society, and they felt that racism might block their own career paths
as well as those of their older cousins.

Hmong adults in the work force, who were interviewed in the
course of other projects, tell many stories of discrimination, andthey are unlikely to forget any slight or insult. Some have been
called "monkeys" and "jungle men" by their supervisors. In onesewing company, at lunch, the boss asked his young female employees
if they were eating cat meat. When a 25-year-old man died suddenlyof natural causes a few years ago, it was rumored in the HMong
community that he died of injuries from a beating by American
coworkers who didn't like him because he was "short" and "had blackhair."

8. Segregation. Although the Hmong are integrated into parts of
American life, they are only marginally so. Most of the Hmong youth
interviewed on this subject reported having no American friendsoutside o2 school. Several also reported incidences of hostility
against them in school, instigated by white, Black, or Vietnamesestudents. They felt that they were criticized by other students forusing their own language, but they were also laughed at for using
poor English.

A number of Hmong children have gone through an early grade of
school without speaking a single word, even though they are able to
converse in Hmong and sometimes English at home. "You cannot pro-nounce the words," said one 19-year-old senior in high school. "Theother students laugh and make you feel embarrassed. It's like you"have no mouth."

"My little sister can speak English, but when she tried to speakin school, everyone laughed at her," another Hmong teenager reported.
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"So she didn't talk the whole semester after that. The teacher wrote
a note to my mother and said maybe she was deaf and blind. My sister
really cried about that."

"It's hard to get friends with American kids. They think you're
so dumb," said a 19-year-old.

"The .aore smarter you are, the more they hate you," said her 15-
year -old sister. "Americans treat you very low. They say, 'Look at
that short little girl!' Then you get hate."

Some students felt they were free to speak only during their
English as a second language (ESL) class. Often, the ESL teacher was
the only teacher who knew anything about the private lives of the
girls, including whether they were married or had children.

In housing, the Hmong have tended to cluster in certain neigh-
borhoods where there are affordable rents and where they are not
discriminated against. They are concentrated in the public housing
projects in St. Paul and Minneapolis, and in a few inner city neigh-
borhoods where housing stock is deteriorated. People outside the
community have begun to refer to some of these neighborhoods as Hmong
ghettoes. Because of their large family size, the Hmong are gener-
ally unable to move out of public housing or poor neighborhoods until
they are able to afford a house of their own. Very few Hmong have
that opportunity in a metropolitan area with high real estate values,
although a handful of more successful Hmong now own homes in Brooklyn
Park and St. Paul.

Social isolation of the Hmong is reinforced by segregation in
churches (separate service.; for the Hmong adults and separate Sunday
school for the Hmong children are the rule at many churches), and
segregated social groups. There are all-Hmong Girl Scout troops and
Boy Scout troops. If American adults cannot conceive of a way to get
Hmong and American children to socialize together, it is doubtful
that the children will improvise a way on their own.

More than any other refugee group in Minnesota, the Hmong have captured
the hearts of American "helpers." The shower of assistance has in some cases
promoted clientelistic behavior in the Hmong. "Helpless behavior" is also
reinforced by the welfare system, which, on the local level, contrary to
federal policy, seems at times to be teaching dependency skills rather than
supporting recipients toward self-sufficiency. In the United States, social
accord is built on reciprocity, not beneficence. It is likely that the social
gap between non-Hmong and Hmong will widen and hostilities will increase
unless. the Hmong can be brought into more reciprocal relationships with
Americans and with the American economy and society.

The Interviews

We interviewed a number of Hmong adults to come up with the composite
stories of Mai and Xeng. In both stories, the parents are unable to earn a
living. In both stories, one marriage partner (the girl) is a teenager, and
in both the male has post-secondary education. The stories were composed so
as to provoke discussions of Hmong vs. American values.

In the girl's story, the parents are unable to work because the family is
large. No one questioned this reason for not working; the girls seemed some-
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what reluctant to talk about their parents' work status in a group. Those whodid speak of their parents said they couldn't learn English because they were"too old" and thus they could not work. Size of family of origin for the 24
Hmong girls ranged from four to twelve, with eight the median.

Most of the teenagers objected to the part ofthe,story in which the girlmarries a man with a master's degree. Some felt it was unrealistic for a manwith a master's degree to be interested in an average-looking teenage girl of
average intelligence; many objected that someone with a master's degree wouldbe too old. They preferred to marry a man of about age 18. One said that aman who claimed to have a master's degree was probably Lying in order to getthe girl to marry him.

Girls who mentioned their own age of marriage reported getting married asyoung as age 12. Many of the high school students we interviewed in St. Paul
were already married and had two or three children; we were impressed that
they remained in school, in spite of a heavy load of housework and child care.One said she had to get up at 5 a.m. to fix breakfast for her parents-in-law
before going to school.

Unmarried girls defined an ideal age for marriage as old as 25, with most
preferring 18 to 19. Few seemed confident that they could retain their goal
of marrying only after high school graduation. "What you say is easy. Whatyou do is hard," said one 14-year-old.

A group of single 13- and 14-year-olds were preoccupied with the various
problems of courtship they were undergoing. They were concerned about havinga good bride price offered to their parents; otherwise it would seem that
their parents regarded them as lazy and were willing to get rid of them for alou prica. They considered $2,000 a good bride price. Some parents mighthold out for $3,000; in this case, they thought the boy was likely to forget
about the girl and buy a new car instead.

The girls felt they were getting contradictory messages when their
parents told them to wait for graduation to marry, but then bragged about hr,wsmart, hard-working, and pretty their daughter was in public, even though shewas lazy. "They just want their daughter to get married and get the fortune,"a 13-year-old said.

Some girls have a steady stream of boys visiting them from the age of 12,with a number of the boys proposing marriage. The girls interviewed felt thatthe girl who did not have many suitors would be more likely to get married at
a young age, because the girl with many visitors would develop a bad reputa-tion, even though all visits took place under adult supervision, and the lesspopular girl was more likely to be a faithful marriage partner. Almost uni-versally, the girls were opposed to dating as it is practiced by Americansbecause, as one explained, "boys are rude" and the girl "might get pregnant."

In one group, half of the girls did not feel that a good education was animportant quality in a husband. Welfare status of the boy's family was alsounimportant. The important factors were "the way they dress and comb theirhair" and "as long as he works...or he loves you."
"We're prejudiced against ugly and poor," one girl said. She is one ofseveral girls who echoed the belief that all the Hmong in the United Statesare middle class.

Several girls mentioned the impulsive nature of marriage. "Sometimeswhen you get mad at your parents, you want to get married," said a 13-year-old. Another girl reported that her girlfriend had a fight with her regularboyfriend, so she married another young man that same week to exact revenge."I know one girl who was 12 years old, in sixth grade, and she married a guy
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in ninth grade, and he could hardly drive. But they liked each other so much,
they couldn't wait," said a 15-year-old. "Crazy for love," commented her
older sister. A few girls discussed a friend in St. Paul who got married when
she was in the fifth grade because "things just happened too fast." Now,
three years later, she has two children and "is pretty happy," although she
wishes she could be irresponsible again.

The Minneapolis girls spoke somewhat enviously of a special program for
pregnant girls, PACE, because there was less embarrassment in attending the
special program, the bus picks up pregnant girls right at the door of their
house, and there's no gym or homework. (Generally, only the ESL teachers, who
understand the Hmong culture, will know that a pregnant girl is married. To
all others, she may pass herself off as an unwed mother, a dissimulation like-
ly to increase social isolation from Americans.)

Many girls drop out of school when they marry. A 19-year-old said she
was one of only two Hmong girls in her graduating class who remained unmar-
ried. Several others at the high school, which almost all Hmong teenagers in
Minneapolis attend, were already married and were attending high school along
with their husbands. The other girls become privy to the married girls'
family troubles, one 10th grader was too tired to study because she c-d her
husband ran out of money to buy diapers and fought about it; an intelligent
senior girl with two kids was married to a "punk," who wouldn't even drive her
'o the place where she was supposed to pick up the scholarship she'd won. The
19-year-old girl reported that the girls usually do better than the boys in
school until they have children; then their grades drop because of their
workload at home. Some husbands do not tient their wives to go to school
beuause they are jealous that they meet other young mer "Hmong men really
levy their wives. That's why they're so jealous," one teen reported.

Some girls worried that if they -rafted until 19 or older to marry, their
value as a bride would go down and their fate would be to marry an older man
who waF taking a second wife.

Those pj.rls mho resisted early carriage seemed to do so with the help of
parents and older brothers, vho sent male visitors home and wouldn't let the
girl take phone calls from bo7s :chile she was doing her homework.

When it came to their own career goals, most girls had no clear concept
of their futures in the work force, exnept most felt a wife should work part-
time even if her husband had a good j. One said her parents r, '.*ded being
a doctor or teacher AS good choices because those were the only J,....:upations
they knew. Another said she planned to go to college to be a secretary, and
another thought she would be "a cashier ,Jr something." One seemed interested
in a career in science. "My husband wants me to get a good job, like a
secretary," said a 16-year-old. Most, even the few who expressed aspirations
to go to college, were skeptical about their ability to succeed and thought
vocational school or a part-time job were more realistic. One 13-year-old
girl whose father is employed said that the government could help her genera-
tion have a good future by "paring more AFDC to help them."

"If the President doesn't want us to get married, he could help us pay
for college and find us work," said a 14-year-old girl. The 13-year-old then
remarked that Hmong girls could lie to the government that they weren't
married in order to get scholarship money set aside for single girls.

The girls echoed male suspicions that a well-educated girl would not be
a good wife, although some disagreed. "If a girl is smarter than the husband,
she might trick her husband," said one. "Lots of guys say the more educated
the woman is, the more affairs she's going to have," said a 19-year-old. "The
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more educated the wife, the more tough she is; she thinks she can do anything
she wants."

Many of the girls expressed a high opinion of their own intelligence andthat of other young women, comparing their grade point averages favorably to
those of a group of "punk" Hmong males who are trying to be "cool and fancy
and tough more than Americans" and "don't care if they're alive or dead." The
interviewer noted that the girls almost always rated themselves as doing well
or very well in school, although English levels and interest in study at home
did not s..em to bear out that assessment in a few cases.

One 18-year-old girl who had other plans besides marriage for herselfwrote: "I want to married when I finish with everything that I had planingfor my future. I still want to go to college because living in this countryis a big chance and great experience to prove that you can do what you had
dream--and work hard to build your future life to make it more easier for your
family. If I were married I don't want to have a lot of kids because it's
hard to take care your kid."

Although many of the girls thought that five, the number mentioned in
Mai's story, was an acceptable number of children, many wanted fewer and some
wanted more. One girl preferred six to ten and another eight to ten, so the
children could help the parents when they grew up, and so in case some turned
out bad, there would be others who would "turn out good." The few who said
having children should be delayed until a few years after marriage did not
believe that any artificial means of birth control should be used to achieve
that end. Negative remarks were made about every available form of birth
control on the market; every girl seemed to know of negattve experiences Hmongwomen had had with each one.

One girl observed that a ycung woman should bear children soon after
marriage; otherwise she might be considered infertile, and her husband would
feel justified in marrying a second wife in order to produce offspring.

It was notable that, unlike girls in the other Southeast Asian groups,
almost all of the Hmong girls expressed very little conviction that they could
plan their own future. Even those with higher aspirations anticipated, per-haps even expected, that their plans could easily be dashed by a marriage
proposal, pregnancy, or inability to perform academically.

Low academic aspirations in girls may be traced in part to the patri-
lineal nature of the Hmong clan system. Although Hmong lineage groups pool
money to support a boy's higher education, they would not do the same for a
girl because she is expected to join another clan when she marries, and thusthe investment would not be returned.

It was unfortunate that ye did not reach as wide a cross-section of boysas girls when we interviewed the Hmong. Most of the boys we met were in self-
selected groups of sons of leaders, with perhaps higher aspirations and better
skills than many of their peers. We did not interview any of the so-called
"gunk" Hmong, who are probably more confused about their futures than the
down-to-business Boy Scouts and young men selected by a youth leader whom wedid interview.

The story of moderately successful Xeng was intended to show someone whois outwardly successful but may be making some mistakes in requiring too much
help of his lineage group without returning anything of equal value. Thestory was told to us by a Hmong man who is a prosperous, skilled blue-collar
worker and siho sees college education as a corrupting influence on some youngpeople.

The Boy Scouts we talked to spoke proudly of their father's former posi-tions as military or village leaders in Laos, but skirted around the question
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of what they were doing in the United States. They and other boys said they
felt their progress in school was hindered by their low levels of English. A
few mentioned that they spoke much better English when living in Duluth or
another city where there were not many among; they felt that they did not get
much practice speaking English outside of school or, sometimes, even in
school.

While they were pressed by their fathers to do well in school, several
said that their fathers did not require them to do homework nor did they
attend school events. To these fathers, the final grades were what mattered,
and not necessarily the process by which they were achieved.

The boys believed in the family system in which uncles help to pay for a
promising boy's education, but they generally thought Xeng went too far in
accepting help. They thought attendance at a private high school and the tripto France were unnecessary. They also thought that Xeng should have taken the
factory job when he couldn't find other work as a temporary means of getting
by. One thought that Xeng spent too many years in school for a Hmong man, but
others said they believed a B.A. or B.S. by itself was little guarantee of
employment, and anyone going to college should at least plan to get a master's
degree. A few gave examples of educated Hmong men who had not gotten jobs;
racism was deemed to be the cause of this, and some young men expected to be
barred from certain job opportunities because of racism. They seemed to bear
a strong consciousness of not being accepted by mainstream society.

It is significant that among the Hmong boys' strongest role models were
people with past eories unable to match their achievements in the United
States (their fathers) and young men who in spite of working hard were unable
to succeed because of societal forces (the M.A. who could not find a job).

The boys did not scoff at the idea that Xeng could hold a good government
position in Laos, as was his father's wish. It remained the dream of severalof these young men to return to a democratic Laos, even though they plan their
careers as if they expect to stay in the United States. The sons of leaders
see themselves as the future leaders of their communities, and their fathers
have assigned them that role. "Everyone wants to be a leader," one Hmong man
said.

Most boys thought Xeng made a poor marriage choice because his wife, at14, was too young. "Why if she can't cook or work? Who would help you sup-port the family? It doesn't matter how she looks. It matters is that she is
also well-educated," one 14-year-old wrote.

"I think he should marry an older girl. He's go(t) to think first beforedoing it. It doesn't matter if she is kind and beautiful, the matter is thatshe should know how to cook, do housework, etc," wrote another 14-year-old.
Another 14-year-old thought his peers were expressing the ideal, tut in

the young man's heart he is still Hmong and so it is realistic that hs would
marry the girl without considering other factors. Eighteen or 19 was men-tioned as a more suitable age for a girl to marry.

One high school student sald chat it would be OK for. a well-educated manto marry a 14-year-old, but a man who could not support a family by himself
should marry a woman closer to his own age, who could help him. "Sounds goodbut I think she couldn't take care of the family. Because she too still
young," wrote another.

The youth felt under pressure to do well in school. However, when they
acted "more American," they did less well. Being American means having a goodtime and not caring as much about school.
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The boys expressed interest in such fields as engineering or electronics.
One young man said he was interested in being an M.D. or lawyer, but when he
said that, people thought he was showing off.

The boys did not seem to mind postponing marriage until they finished
their education, if they thought they vere smart enough to get a good educa-
tion. One thought he would marry at 25 to 30. Some were also willing to
leave their parents in order to live on the campus of a distant college and
were looking forward to some privacy.

Many of those who were not the sons of leaders, those who have come to
the United States within the past few years, did not see the story as realis-
tic for them because of the gaps in their education and low English skills.
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

The findings about aspirations and expectations of school work were
presented as essays organized by ethnic groups and within this, by the
Stat oent of Work's primary study questions. Other findings are placed
throughout the discussions about theory and method. Here is presented a
discussion of the findings.

1. It is crucial for policy makers and service providers to learn to
recognize the distinct differences between and among the several
Southeast Asian ethnic communities, that is, the four studied here
and the ethnic Chinese refugees from Southeast Asia. The failure to
do this will result in poor policy and poor programs. Programs con-
ceptualized for "refugee youth" are based on an idea which is too
general. Focus must be on, for example, Khmer youth.

2. When these data are combined by etanic group, clear differences ere
seen between groups. These should not deflect awareness of intra-
group differences which are also clear and profound. The common-
sense distinctions between those with "clear, less clear or unclear"
aspirations suggests that those with clear aspirations may need less
help in clarifying aspirations than those whose aspirations are
relatively unclear. This is not necessarily true, however, because
clear aspirations may reflect simply the mastery of the aspiration
language and not be a predictive indicator of action to achieve the
aspiration. In short, the reader is cautioned against interpreting
these data as support for the modification of policy or the creation
or closing of programs.

3. With points 1 and 2 in mind, it is clear that overall the Vietnamese
youth interviewed are closer to ideal American norms about school
and work than are youth in the other groups. Indeed, they may be
closest in words and actions than many subgroups of indigenous youth,
e.g., Native-Americans. While we did not sample the youth population
so as to be able to generalize about it, we can say that the Vietna-
mese youth are succeeding in their own terms and in the terms of the
larger community. That many of them have been in the United States
for more than ten years reminds us that refugee status covers a very
long period of time, from literally weeks to more than a decade.
Such distinctions should be formalized in language, e.g., simply a-
recent, short-time, long-time refugee, or the like.

4. This study hovered between the level of individual and small group.
We learned personal aspirations which were likely to some degree,
group aspirations (or aspirations of the majority of group members),
and the aspirations of the collectivity, the ethnic community ("The
Hmong people," etc.). For indigenous Americans, personal aspirations
are individual statements by an individual, while for many Southeast
Asian youth aspirations are a family, friendship, group and a col-
lectivity statement expressing the wishes and plans of more than one
person. Thus one may interpret the adta as an indicator of in-
dividual and/or group acculturation, although one must be very
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conservative in so doing because the data were not collected for that
purpose.

5 Related to number 4 is the point that personal success among indi-
genous Americans is attributed to individual hard work and familial
support, while this is not true among these Southeast Asian youth.
For the Vietnamese youth, this is a fair picture of their beliefs,
while for the Hmong youth, their ethnic community plays a large role
in individual success, itself seen as a family success.

6. Among the factors seemingly associated with likely economic self-
sufficiency among these youth are English language proficiency,
length of time in the United States, age upon entry to the United
States, ethnic group membership, gender, family stability, sibling
older, and effective use of support systems, among others. This
study was not expected to find, measure, or assess the relative
contributions of such factors. These emerged in the interviews, but
with their relative predictive potency unknown (and unknowable, for
now).

5



APPENDIX A

Research Notes

An innovative study is an opportunity to devise new ways to do a research
project; it is thus an opportunity to assess the innovations implemented and
to highlight for the contractor and the reader unusual aspects of the study
design, methods, and procedures. The following five brief essays do this.

Research Staff

Three interviewers were employed in addition to the two co-principal
investigators. All were women; two were graduate students and the third was
an undergraduate at the University. Two of the three were bilingual in
English and one of the Southeast Asian languages.

Ms. Phuc Nguyen is a Vietnamese-born undergraduate student in Youth
Studies who came to the United States as a refugee in 1975.

Ms. Ruth Hammond speaks Hmong, is an English as a second language teacher
to Southeast Asian refugees, an editor and research assistant for the South-
nest Asian Refugee Studies Project, a writer and a former newspaper reporter,
with extensive personal and professional ties in the local Hmong community.

Ms. Norah Neale is a graduate student in psychology with several years of
internship experience with Southeast Asian University students, and the author
of a Master's Thesis on employment aspirations of Southeast Asian University
youth. She has a particular expertise in Southeast Asian women.

Staff Meetings

The staff met almost weekly for at least two hours during the project to
discuss the issues, explicate the method, interview together some ethnic
leaders, prepare for pre-testing, discuss the pre-test results, and review
findings.

Everyone participated and contributed during this process. Clearly, each
person's pre-study knowledge of a particular ethnic group, and the co-
principal investigator's knowledge about adolescent and youth development
provided useful background for developing the study and for data interpre-
tation. That each had professional training avid experience in at least one
style of group leadership proved valuable.

The Group Interview

An interesting limitation resulted from the seeming presence in er..111
group of one youth (or adult) whose job it was to insure that discussants gave
similar answers and that these conformed to his (or someone's) conception of
how the group was to be understood by outsiders such as the research staff,
i.e., a "party line." It seemed as if each group's oldest member (particular-
ly for boys) was a "political commissar" whose presence set boundaries on the
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range and depth of group answers. This was a disturbing presence, difficultto assess because there is no base from which to calibrate the distortion.
Put differently, the answers given by one youth are expected to differ from
those given by two or three youth sitting together as a group and answering asgroup members. This situation is crucial for understanding the answer to aquestion.

Thus, group interviews of adolescents and youth from the same ethnic
community, of the same gender and same approximate age are a different reality
than individual interviews or those with youth of mixed ethnic origin orgender or age. This is obvious. With these youth, the group was beneficial
to its members, in our view, because it allowed them to discuss their often
very similar backgrounds and experiences and, in this way, contributed to thereliability of these answers to factual questions, e.g., would a youth in arefugee camp have money? Would someone have to pay for English lessons in acamp? On the other hand, there is the problem of the "party line" answer.

Further, there is another crucial issue which emerged in the groupinterview which can be read as a substantive contribution to this study:Youth in discussion groups of peers, friends, and relatives give an answer toour question which is intended to be heard by the group members on its way tous. Put differently, each youth discussant who gave us an answer chose his/her response aware that people he will see often and over time heard theresponse. To the youth, our question elicited his response. We heard his"answer" while the other youth present heard him making a public commitmentabout what he will try to become. We will leave and likely never meet himagain, while they will likely be together and in his mind and theirs, hold himto his publicly stated goal. For example, to answer our question, 'What kindof work do you want to do after you finish school?," the response "engineer"closes our question and provides an answer (i.e., a situationally appropriate,
legitimate response for us). The same response is heard by the other youth inthe group as his commitment to becoming an engineer, as a personal goal state-ment. They assess his answer from two points of view. Is it an appropriate
response from him, to us, his friends, his family, his competence, etc.? Andis it an appropriate response from him to these outsiders? Is this how wewant those outsiders to see us? Hence, a response teaches us much. In short,group discussions and group interviews and these youth are very complexmoments and the responses given as answers are not always self-evident in
their multiple meanings.

Yet given the chronological and developmental age of these adolescentsand the powerful place of same-age friends in their lives; given the similar-ity between and among them and in their refugee
experience; and given thepotential problems of language and understanding, group interviews wereeconomical and effective opportunities for data collection.

A Note on the Use of Translators

Initially, we were prepared to do the interviews in the appropriateethnic language. In the end, almost all were done in English. This was sobecause all but the most recent refugee youth understood and spoke thelanguage; because group members could help each other, when necessary andbecause we can believe that an adult from the same ethnic group "distorts" theyouth's answers. That is, the answer given to us in the presence of that
person would be different from the answer given to us in the absence of that
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person. Since each answer is situation-specific, neither is more truthful or
false than the other. Each is simply different.

Since the purpose of the study was, to paraphrase, learn what Southeast
Asian refugee youth would tell UniveLbity researchers about their aspirations
and expectations for education and employment, we chose to exclude outside
translators. Our bilingual staff almost always spoke in English.

Once the language issue is isolated, we are left with the more difficult
issue of the effect of an ethnic group staff person on the youth from the same
ethnic community. Related is the effect of that staff on youth from other
Southeast Asian ethnic groups, given the historical and contemporary relations
between particular ethnic groups. All these possibilities contribute
complexity to a seemingly straightforward study.

Far less complex is the issue of gender match between staff and youth and
within youth groups.

A Note on Gender

Our strong impression is that groups should be gender homogeneous across
the age span, at this time. Further, there should be gender homogeneity
between researcher and respondent, particularly for adolescents. This seems
to be more important for girls than for boys, but is important for both.

A Final Note on "Truth," Validity and Reliability

As noted in the section on research methods, and as presented in our
response to the Statement of Work, we think ',hat the concepts of truth,
validity and reliability are complex in the framework of Neo-eositivist
research and extremely complex in alternative frameworks of social science
theory and research. There are not simply "academic issues," particularly, if
public policy is to rest as a base, however lightly, upon social science.

For example, the question of whether a set of youth responses can be read
as a cultural statement or only as some combination of individual answers is
powerful from the perspective of policy and program. For example: Do a set of
responses from a discussion group which are highly reliable, i.e., very simi-
lar, denote a cultural response? A response of individuals together for a
moment? A group-culture response?

Throughout, we have presented their responses and our understanding of
these. For all practical purposes, this is the truth as we know it.
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APPENDIX B

The Stories

Herein are presented the thirty-three stories constructed after
interviews with adults in each of the four ethnic communities. It was learned
that gender was a crucial factor in understanding the community's
interpretation of success so there are stories about women and men. Success
is relative, it is said, and so it is here; moderately successful,
unsuccessful, and successful. Three levels of success for males and females
for each of the four ethnic groups should have resulted in twenty-four
stories. Thirty-three are presented here because nine are duplicates of a
particular category. Duplicates of categories occurred because our various
adult informants gave us varying versions of what constituted success or the
lack of it.

In the study, only the moderately successful stories were used because of
time restrictions.

Stories of Moderately Successful Southeast Asian Women and Men

Vietnamese WomanModerately Successful

Mai came to the U.S. in 1978 with her family wren she was 17 years old.

Her family had a small business in Vietnam. They sold their business to
pay for the whole family to get out.

A church helped them resettle in Minnesota. They were on welfare for a
while; then Mai's father found a job in a factory. Her mom stayed home to
take care of her younger brothers and sisters. Her older brothers and sisters
also worked in factories to help out.

Mai was a nice girl. She got along with teachers and friends. She
studied hard to get good grades, and she got B's and C's in most classes. She
took typing and other courses for which she did not need much English.

In the summers, she worked as a file clerk in an office through the CETAprogram..

After she graduated, she went to Vo-Tech school. She took Data Entry and
found a job as a file clerk in an office. She also worked as an assembler at
another job.

L
ShShe could save some money because she lived with her parents.
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Then she got married. Her husband also worked 2 jobs.

She got pregnant when she was 23, and she took a six-month leave from her
work just before her baby was due.

Cambodian Woman--Moderately Successful

Waliwor lost her whole family during the Pol Pot years in Cambodia, and
she spent several years in a refugee camp.

She came to the U.S. alone in 1982, when she was 13.

She lived with an American foster family.

She stayed with the American family until she finished high school.

Then she moved in with her aunt, who was very traditional and would not
let her go out with her friends. So she moved to an apartment with two other
Cambodian women who were a few years older than she was.

She got a job at 3M.

She also took courses at a junior college at night.

She didn't know how involved she wanted to be in the Cambodian community
because the Cambodian refugees didn't get along well with each other.

Cambodian Woman--Moderately Successful
(Not used in study)

Uon 'ame to the U.S. when she was 16 in 1978.

She came with her 'pare?

They had helped her continue her studies while they wore in a refugee
camp.

She completed high school and went to the University, for two years and
got good grades.

In college, she met an American man who asked her to marry him. She
decided to marry him and then dropped out of college to have a family.

Later, her mother babysat for her children while she volunteered to help
Cambodian elderly and young peOple.
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She was very happy as her goal was to help members of her community who
respected her because she helped them.

Lao Woman--Moderately Successful

Anoulack came to the U.S. in 1984, when she was 13 years old.

Her father had been in the military in Laos. The family lived in a
refugee camp for five years before they were allowed to resettle in the U.S.

Her father went to school so he could study English and become a truck
mechanic, as he'd been in the Lao Army. The family lived on welfare for two
years until Anoulack's father completed his studies and got a job.

Anoulack's parents pressured her to dovell in high school, and she did,
but she couldn't stand having her parents control her life all the time.'

So when a boy asked her to get married, she jumped at the chance to move
out of her parents' house and be on her own.

After she was married for less than a year, she discovered her husbandhad a bad drinking problem and a hot temper. He wouldn't let her go to workbecause he was jealous, and she got terribly bored staying home all day. Soshe divorced him and went to live by herself.

She went to a community college during the day and worked as a waitressin a Chinese restaurant at night.

When she finished her community college course, she got a job downtown asa data processor. She made enough money to go shopping every week, and shealways wore attractive, fashionable clothes. She was also able to decorateher apartment nicely.

A lot of men asked her out on the weekends, so she was able to enjoygoing out to restaurants and to the theater without having anyone to boss her
around from day to day. She liked being independent and popular at the sametime.

Hmong Woman--Moderately Successful

Mai arrived in the United States with her family in 1983, when she was 12years old.

She and her family had lived in a refugee camp in Thailand for four yearsbefore that.
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She was the fifth of nine children. Her father went to English school,
but he didn't get a job because he didn't think he could make enough to
support his big family. Her mother made a little extra money for the family
by selling her pa ndau.

Mai was an average-looking girl who didn't do that well in school. But
she was very obedient to her mother and father, and had a sweet temper. She
worked hard around the house helping her mother take care of the house and
children.

When she was 13, boys started coming to visit her at her parents' house.
One of them was a young man who was just finishing his master's degree in
computer science. She wondered why such a smart man would be interested in
her when she was neither smart nor beautiful, but he said he preferred to have
a wife who was a little bit stupid because she would need her husband all her
life, whereas an intelligent woman could take care of herself and might not be
faithful.

Mai married the computer scientist when she was 15 years old and dropped
out of the 9th grade a few months later after she got pregnant. Because her
husband had a good job, they bought a nice house and were able to take
vacations ail over the country. She took good care of his house while he went
to work and fixed delicious fbod for him to eat. She never had to go to work
but stayed home and took care of their five children.

Vietnamese Man--Moderately Successful

Son came to the U.S. with his father in 1980 when he was 17 years old.

His father worked in a car shop in Vietnam. They did not have enough
money to pay for Son's mother and sister to escape with them.

Son was an average student with B's and C's in most classes. He tried
hard in his studies but the mainstream classes were very hard to understand.
He could only do we" in math,- gym, art and ESL classes.

He had a joh in summer doing maintenance work in school. He learned this
kind of work well and got to do some electrical work with the custodian. His
boss liked him.

After he graduated, he went to Vo-Tech school and became an electrician.
He found a job working for building maintenance through his former boss's
recommendation.
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Cambodian Man--Moderately Successful

Van came to the United States in 1980 when, he was 12 years old.

His parents both went to work at assembly jobs and were able to maim
enough money to buy a new car and a modest house in the suburbs.

Van tried hard at school, but he was just an average student. After high
school he got a job in electronics assembly.

When he was 20, he decided to marry a Cambodian girl who had just
graduated from high school.

He barely ever had time to see his friends, but he had no time to drink
or gamble or get into trouble, either. Van and his wife made enough money to
have all the things their American neighbors had, and they tried to live like
Americans and not think too much about Cambodian culture or their past.

Cambodian Man--Moderately Successful
(Not used in study)

Ang came to the U.S. in 1981 when he was 13.

Ang was from a farm family in Cambodia and had no education before he
came to the United States.

In school, he was very frustrated at how hard it was to learn English.
He did not enjoy school, but looked forward to Saturdays when he could watch
wrestling on TV. He decided he wanted to become a wrestler, so he joined the
wrestling team in high school and studied just enough so he wouldn't get
kicked off the wrestling team. He became a very accomplished wrestler and
helped his high school win the state wrestling match.

He went on to be a professional wrestler and was one of the most popular
wrestlers on TV. He knew he could not wrestle to make a living for all of his
life, but it was a very enjoyable occupation for him. He decided he would
worn! about finding another career later.

Many people were impressed by his success.
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Lao Man--Moderately Successful

Bounchanh arrived in the U.S. with three youngef brothers and two sisters
in 1983 when he was 17. His parents were still in Laos, and his father had
been in a reeducation camp for eight years.

Bounchanh had attended a village school in Laos for three years. He
helped his brothers and sisters to escape to a Thai refugee camp in 1979. He
studied there by paying .a tutor.

He wanted to get a good education in the U.S., but all he got out of
studying during his first year at the University were a lot of headaches. He
realized he wasn't cut °tic for college, so he transferred to technical school
and learned to be a machinist.

He liked working with his hands, and he made enough money as a machinist
to afford a modest three-bedroom house in the city.

When he had enough for a down payment for a house, he married his
girlfriend, who had just managed to graduate from high school. She had a
sewing job. Together they didn't have a lot of money for luxuries, but they
had enough to live on. They had four children.

Bounchanh worked a lot of overtime whenever his wife was on maternity
leave 'so they could keep up the payments on their house. He hoped to move out
to the suburbs someday so his children would not be tempted by the evil
influences of city.life and so they would be able to go to high-quality
suburban schools.

Lao Man--Moderately Successful
(Not used in study)

Langsanh came to the U.S. when he was 13 in 1983.

He came with his parents, who were uneducated.

While he was in high school, they did not attend the parent-teacher
conferences or push Langsanh to do his school work. They weren't able to help
him, and he didn't listen to their advice because he thought they were
ignorant. He completed high school.

Then be Sot a job in a factory. Soon he was able to buy a car and move
out of his parents' home. They were pleased because he was able to "stand on
his own two feet."
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He married a Lao woman and they had three children. His parents took
care of his children while he and his wife worked.

Hmong Man--Moderately Successful

Xeng arrived in the United States with his family in 1978, when he was 12
years old. He was the youngest of 11 children. Two of his older brothers and
one sister were unable to escape from Laos.

Xeng's father had been a village leader in Laos.

After a few days in English clasi, Xeng's father decided he was too old
to learn a new language. So he and his wife were supported by Social
Security, and got AFDC for their four youngest children who still liN!::d with
them.

Xeng's father wanted him to work hard. He thought Xeng didn't get enough
homework at the public school, so he asked his brothers to help pay Xeng's
;tuition at a private high school. Xeng did pretty well at school, and he got
into a small private college in St. Paul where he majored in international
reations. His uncles and cousins helped his father pay his tuition. Xeng's
father hoped that when the hAong were able to return to Laos, Xeng would
become a minister in the new democratic government because of his high
education.

After he finished college, Xeng couldn't find a job in his field. He
borrowed more money from his relatives, telling them that he would be able to
help them someday because he was a very well- educated man.

Xeng's uncle offered to help Xeng get a job in the factory where the
uncle worked, but Xeng thought he was too well-educated to work in a factory.
He was afraid that if he took a job in a factory, he might end up working in a
factory all his life. He took a trip to France to visit his cousins.

Then he returned to Minnesota and married a 14-year-old girl who was in
eighth grade at school and who was very kind and beautiful.

When Xeng still couldn't find a good job, he decided to go to law school.
He and his wife lived with his mother and father, and his uncles all chipped
in to pay his law school tuition. They were proud to have such a well-
educated young man among their relatives. Xeng hoped that someday he would be
a partner in a prestigious law firm.
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Stories of Unsuccessful Southeast Asian Women and Men

Vietnamese Woman--Unsuccessful

Kim came alone to the U.S. in 1979 when she was 17 years old.

Her family was still in Vietnam. Her father used to work for a business
company and her mother used to own a small grocery store. But they lost the
job and the store when the Communists came. She was sent out with some
relatives.

She was placed in a foster home and tried very hard not to upset her
foster family.

She was a very nice girl; she got along well with everybody.

She was a very good student in high school. She spoke English well
enough to take science classes and earned good grades. She was involved in
many school activities and was one of the best students among the refugees.

Shortly after high school graduation, she got married to her boyfriend
and moved out of her foster home.

She went to the University but had to work to make a living because her
husband was also in college. They both worked and studied very hard.

In the middle of her second year, she got pregnant, so she quit school
and worked full time to save money for the baby. She couldn't handle more
stress from school.

Cambodian Woman--Unsuccessful

Uany came to the U.S. in 1983 when she was 16.

Her father was killed in Cambodia where the family suffered much during
the Pol Pot years.

She came to the U.S. with her mother and six brothers and sisters. Her
mother was upset about her experiences in Cambodia and in the camp, but she
had no one to talk to about these problems.

Deny was placed in the junior year in high school because of her age, but
she couldn't understand what was going on because she couldn't speak English
well She stopped attending many of her classes and began to hang out with
boys who spent the day drinking and gambling. Finally, she dropped out of
high school.
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Dany didn't help her mother very much, but continued to spend time with
the boys. Then she became pregnant, and her mother almost went crazy.

After Dany had her baby, she got welfare to support him.

Cambodian Woman--Unsuccessful

Socheat came to the U.S. in 1984 when she was 14.

Her family had been killed in Cambodia so she came alone and was placed
with a foster family. She was unhappy because she felt that her foster family
didn't understand her and she missed her own family. She also worried about
what she would do when she was 18 and would have to leave her foster home.

She did not do well in high school because she didn't understand English
well enough and she had missed many years of school while in the refugee camp.

A month beff,re she received her high school diploma, Socheat eloped with
a Cambodian boy she had met at school. She went to live with him and his
mother. Socheat did not get along with her mother-in-law, who was sorry that
her son had married before going to college. Socheat finished high school and
then stayed at home. She got pregnant right away.

Socheat was so unhappy in her mother-in-law's home that she persuaded her
husband to find an apartment for them. He got a job in an assembly plant and
they tried to save money. However, it was difficult because he earned little
money. They moved to California and got divorced so Socheat could collect
welfare and they could save more money.

But Socheat's husband met another woman and he warried her. Then he
refused to take any more responsibility for Socheat and his child.

Lao Woman--Unsuccessful

Thongkham was a pretty girl. A lot of boys liked her. Her mother and
father didn't want her to go out on dates, but she told them they had to learn
to accept American ways. After she and her boyfriend had been going out for
one year, she got pregnant.

Her parents called the boy's parents and the boyfriend agreed to marry
Thongkham right away. She wasn't sure whether he really wanted to marry her
or not, but they did love each other.

Thongkham's husband got a job frying hamburgers at McDonald's. His
income was too low, so Thongkham dropped out of her junior year at high school
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and took a jb cleaning rooms at a hotel. After she had her baby, her mother
babysat while she worked. She hoped someday she would be _"-e to get her
G.E.D. so she could get a better job.

Hmcng Woman--Unsuccessful

Bee was a pretty girl. Many boys asked her to dance at the Hmong dances,
and many boys came to her house. When shL was 13 and in eighth grade, she
married a 20-year-old man. At first she kept going to school but her husband
was jealous and afraid that she might find another boyfriend at school. She
had to keep her marriage secret because of her age, and he was afraid she
might act like a single girl.

When lee got pregnant, she was too shy to go to school so she dropped
out. Her husband had to show her how to took and take care of the baby
because she didn't know very much about those things. She had one baby after
another, and she didn't know how to make them obey her. By the time she was
20, she h-d five children. She was tired from looking after them, and her
husband :,,' her she looked like an old woman and was not much fun to be
around anymore.

Bee thought she might be able to go back to school when her youngest was
in kindergarten, but she was afraid she wouldn't do well in school so she
didn't worry about her future and she got pregnant again. Her husband
couldn't make enough money to support all those kids so he quit his job and
they lived on welfare.

Vietnamese Man--Unsuccessful

Lich came to the U.S. in 1980, alone as an adolescent when he was 16.

His parents could not afford to escape so they sent him out alone.

He was placed in a foster home by a social service agency. He had a lot
of problems with his foster parents, problems about rules, communication,
culture, and his desire to be independent. He finally moved out to live with
his Vietnamese older friend when he was in 12th grade.

At school he was first placed in tenth grade but he did not know any
English; he had a hard time in all classes.

He did better in Math and Phy. Ed., so in the 11th grade, all the
education he got from school was English, Math, Phy. Ed. and Lunch.
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By 12th grade, he had a few simple Social Studies classes that taught him
the names of the capitals of the 50 states of the U.S. He couldn't take any
science classes due to English deficiency.

It was too hard for him to go to college or vocational school because of
his low academic level and the lack of money. So he found a job in a
Vietnamese restaurant doing dishes and made barely enough to pay for his room,
food and car.

Cambodian Man--Unsuccessful

Phorn came to the U.S. in 1984 when he was 16.

He and his family suffered much during the war. His father was killed.

Phorn came to the U.S. with his five brothers and sisters and his mother.
His mother had been traumatized by her experiences in Cambodia and in the
refugee camp. She had no one to talk with about these problems. She received
welfare to support her family.

Phorn was placed in the junior year in high school. He couldn't
understand a lot of what was going on because of his poor English and because
he had missed many years of school. P. didn't do well and was not involved in
any activities. He thought it wasn't worth working too hard, because he knew
he could never catch up with the others. He also knew he would have to leave
school at 18.

Finally, he eloped with a Cambodian woman and dropped out of school. His
mother was very upset, because she had wanted him t.o finish school. Phorn and
his wife had a child.

Phorn got a job in assembly and they tried to save money, but it was
difficult because Phorn didn't earn much. They moved to California and got
divorced so Phorn's wife could collect welfare and they could save more money.

Phorn set another woman, whom he eventually married. He refused to take
any more responsibility for his first family.

Cambodian Man--Unsuccessful

Kich arrived in the U.S. in 1985 when he was 15.

He had lost many members of his family, including his father, in
Cambodia.
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His mother was still upset about all that had happened in Cambodia. She
drank a lot at home and spent her leisure time gambling with the neighbors.

Kith had trouble learning in American schools because he couldn't
concentrate for a long period of time. He never wanted to answer in class,
and after a while the teachers j,..st ignored him. His mother couldn't help him
with anything. He knew he wasn't getting anywhere in school, so he dropped
out.

Kith got a job as a dishwasher. It was heavy work for low pay, and he
was always worn out when he got home.

When he was 20, he married his 17-year-old girlfriend an brought her to
live at his mother's apartment. But his new wife was upset th& his mother
didn't pick up after herself, drank too much, and gambled away the grocery
money. Kith's mother and wife quarreled over what television shows to watch.
She wanted to move to a separate apartment with Kith, but he said they
couldn't afford to. So his wife went back to live with her own father.

Kith stayed with his mother to make sure she was taken care of, but he
didn't know how to help her with her drinking problem.

Lao Man--Unsuccessful

Khampai came to the United States when he was 18 in 1972.

He had spent a long time in a refugee camp and his parents had been
killed.

He didn't 'have much education and he was too old to go to high school.

He lived in California and couldn't find a job because there were too
many other refugees looking for work. He lived on welfare money and lived in
a house where everyone used drugs. He became addicted to cocaine. His
stepbrother heard about his problems and went to visit him in California. He
found Khampai in a terrible state and forced him to return with him to
Minnesota. There, the stepbrother helped him overcome his addiction.

With his stepbrother's help, he got an assembly job and found an
apartment with other Laotians. He saved up a lot of money, but a friend
convinced him to spend it on drugs. His stepbrother was very angry with him
for wasting his money that way.

Eventually, Khampai was able to save enough money to buy a car, hoping to
impress young American women, He finally married an American woman who didn't
care about his reputation.

He didn't have much contact with Laotian society, preferring to follow
the American lifestyle.
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Lao Man--Unsuccessful

Bounmy came to the United States when he was 14 in 1984.

He came with his mother, who went to English school. She eventually gota job as a cook's assistant at a restaurant, but she was never able to make
enough money to move out of the city. They lived in a tough neighborhood in
Minneapolis, and at first Bounmy was afraid. His mother warned him not to act
like the people in his neighborhood, but some of his neighbors befriended him
and introduced him to marijuana and cocaine. He didn't take cocaine very
often, only a few times a month, because he couldn't afford it.

Bounmy was way behind in school. His classmates laughed at him when hetried to speak English. At school, he learned not to say anything, but he
dressed like a punk and looked very tough, so people were afraid of him. He
couldn't see the point of staying in school when he wasn't learning anything,so he dropped out.

Bounmy couldn't get along with his mother so he went to live with some
Lao teenagers who had come to the United States without their parents and hadgotten an apartment together. They gambled and took drugs and sometimes got
in fights with their neighbors.

Because he was illiterate, Bounmy qualified for General Assistance and helived on that. Whenever he got his welfare check, he invited some people overto gamble, and sometimes he won enough to live well for a month.

Hmong Man--Unsuccessful

Chao was 13 years old when he arrived in the United States, and he was
placed in seventh grade. He was slow in learning English, and he went to alot of classes without ever really knowing what the teacher was talking about.He got his high school diploma even though he hadn't learned much and could
only write a few basic sentences in English.

Chao was very shy about looking for a job because he thought he spoke
English funny. He couldn't understand job application forms, and he didn'tknow enough English to go on to medic.,1 school. Because he was 18, his
parents didn't get AFDC income for him anymore, but they shared their social
security income with him, and he continued to live in their house. In the
evening Chao went to visit his girlfriend, who was still in high school. Hecarried three pens in his front pocket so he would look like a well-educated
man who could read and write. One evening his girlfriend asked him to helpher write a letter in English. He was shy that he couldn't do it and he
thought his girlfriend would look down on him so he never went back to visit
her.
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Chao got a part-time job cleaning office buildings. He thought it was
terrible to have to clean American people's bathrooms, but he couldn't seem to
find any other job. One day he noticed another Hmong man had started working
as a manager in one of the offices he was supposed to clean. He was too shy
to clean the office of another Hmong person so he quit his job that very day.

After Chao's parents died, he didn't qualify for any government support
so he went to live wch his younger brother, and took ..ire of his brother's
children while he and his wife went to work. His brother gave him room and
board and money to go bowling once a week.
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Stories of Successful Southeast Asian Women and Men

Vietnamese Woman--Successful

Lan came to the U.S. in 1975 with her parents when she was 9 years old.

Her mom used to be a chemistry teacher in a senior high school and her
dad worked for the government in Vietnam.

They got divorced after 2 years of living in the U.S. Her mom got on
welfare, received financial aid to go back to school, her brothers and sisters
worked part time to help out. Her mom graduated from chemical engineering
school and found a good job in a big company.

Lan was very intelligent and worked very hard at school. She graduated a
salutarian from high school and received many scholarships, one of which paid
for all her school cost and also for her summer work at Honeywell.

She graduated from the Institute of Technology with grade point average
3.7 and continued to work for Honeywell as a computer engineer.

She was not attached with anybody yet although she enjoyed friendships
with her male friends. She thought she was still too young to commit to
serious relationships and marriage.

Cambodian Woman--Successful

Sok came to the 1.LS. when she was 12 years old in 1980.

Her parents both went to work at assembly jobs and saved enough money tobuy a new car and a modest house in the suburbs.

Sok tried hard at school, but was an average student.

After high school, she continued to live at home and got a jot) as a
nursing assistant.

When she was 20, she married a Cambodian man.

Her husband had an electronics job. He took a second job after theirmarriage and they saved enough money to buy a house in the suburbs. Sokeventually took a course in data processing end got a better paying job.

They both worked hard and barely had time to see their friends. However,they had all the things their American neighbors had and they tried to live
like Americans, without thinking about their past.
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lot.

Cambodian Woman--Successful

Sarem came to the United States in 1980 when she was 13.

Her family survived the Pol Pot regime.

They came to the U.S. together. The family members helped each other a

ilhen Sarem was in Cambodia, she did well in elementary school.

She was a good student in the U.S. high school and then went to Nursing
School at the University, where she also did well. While she was at the
University, r_;he worked part-time.

She was also active in the Cambodian Student Association. She helped her
younger brothers and sister who went to the University to study computer
science.

.

While.ihe was at the University, Sarem married a TV repairman from a good
family who later took night classes in order to continue his education.

Sarem got a job and kept an orderly home.

She and her husband had children, who were cared for by Sarem's parents
while she worked. Later, the family was able to save money for a new car and
a home.

Lao Woman--Successful

Chantanome was very studious in high school and didn't pay much attention
to boys. She was interested in the problems refugees were having from the
strain of moving to a new country, so she decided to study psychology. She
got a scholarship to a college in St. Paul and lived at home while she earned
her bachelor's degree. Then she got a master's degree in social work and was
hired at a counseling center for refugees.

Lao people who needed help put a great deal of trust in her.

Her services as a counselor cost $80 an hour, and she took home quite a
large income.

Occasionally she went out with a Lao man who was study!ng to be a doctor.
After he had established his own medical practice, he asked Chantanome to
marry him. He gave her a gold belt and Jewelry and a new ca.. for wedding
gifts.
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They lived a happy life together and everyone in the community looked upto them.

Hmong Woman--Successful

Nyia was the middle girl in a family of eight children. While she was
in high school, she got summer jobs for low-income youth. She enjoyed
working, so she decided to study hard in school so she would have a chance to
get a good job when she was older. Her older brothers encouraged her to do
well in school, and wher boys called to talk to her, they said she was not
home.

MoL.t of Pa Nyia's friends got married during high school and dropped out,
so she felt a little lonely. She had thought about going to a four-year
university but she was afraid she would :e too old by the time she finished
and no one would marry_her. So_ she_ went, to community_college and took a
nursing course. She finished in two years and got married to her boyfriend,
who had just finished college.

Pa Nyia got a nursing job that paid $20,000 a year and had good benefits.
She enjoyed her work because she liked the companionship of the other nurses
and she liked to use her skills to help sick people. She also liked having a
good income and knowing that she could rely on herself in case her husband
ever got sick or got laid off. She decided to use birth control so she would
not have too many children. She and her husband had only two children, three
years apart, and she took off six months from her job each time. Then her
mother-in-law took care of the children when she worked.

Vietnamese Man--Successful

Tan came to the U.S. in 1975 with his parents when he was 11 years old.

His parents used to work for the government in Vietnam, and his family
was rescued by American helicopter from Saigon.

The church sponsored them and found jobs for the parents. They were nothappy with the labor and low-paying jobs in the assembly line but they put upwith the jobs ai.d tried to support their children.

Tam was the oldest son. He obeyed his parents and v-Irked very hard atschool. He graduated from high school with high honor and enrolled in the
Institute of Technology. He received financial aid to go to school.
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He graduated as an electrical engineer and had many job offerings. He
chose one in California.

Ha had to leave his girlfriend and did not know what would happen to this
relationship. After all, he was only 22 years old and believed in true lovers
whom distance could not separate. Lovers will wait but good jobs won't.

Pot.

Cambodian Man--Successful

Chean arrived in the U.S. in 1981 when he was 15.

His father was one of the few educated men to survive the rule of Pol

He taught his son in the refugee camp in Thailand.

When Chean came to the U.S., he was able to catch up with his class. He
did very well in science, and he went on to get a bachelor's degree and then a
masters's degree in chemistry.

His research team found a cure for a terrible disease and won a Nobel
prize for its work.

Chean married a Cambodian woman with a degree in social work, and they
had two children.

Chean did not let his devotion to his work keep him from being involved
in the community. He also worked very hard to get the Cambodian community in
the ',Inited States to put aside its susp4.cions and to work cooperatively to
celebrate Cambcdian holidays and privide mutual assistance. His expertise was
recognized by Americans, and he appeared on national television to talk about
his scientific work and about the trials of the Cambodian people.

Cambodian Man--Successful

San came to the U.S. in 1983 when he was 12.

His mother had died in Cambodia, and he came with his younger sister and
father who had been a 1.1armacist in Cambodia.

His father insisted that San study hard in school. In high school, San
acquired a love oflearning, and he was disappointed that his father didn't
have enough money to send him to college.
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San decided to become a Buddhist monk so he could become even moreeducated. His father had hoped that he would be a lawyer, but he agreed that-San should make his own choice. As a monk, San had to be very self-disciplined. He went to the University and learned Computer $,lience.

The Cambodian community supported him and a few other monks and treatedhim with respect.

Lao Man--Successful

Bounchanh came to the United States in 1979 when he was 14.

His father was a military man who had worked with the American!. in Laos.

He got a job as an interpreter in a hospital. Bounchanh's mother couldnot work because of ill health.

The family did not have enough money to send Bounchanh to college. Hewas offered a scholarship, but he was afraid if he accepted it he might loSeit after a few years because of poor grades. He was fairly good at math butstill had trouble with English and social studies.

So, he enlisted in the Air Force and became a pilot. After servingbravely in the Middle East and Central America, he left the Air Force andstudied to become a commercial pilot.

Once he was well-established in his career, at age 29, he mdrried a Laowoman who worked as a data processor.

They bought a house in a nice suburb,
on an acre of land, and eventuallyhad two children.

Lao Man--Successful

KhamtPum arrived in the U.S. in 1979 when ne was 12.

His parents were not very educated when they arrived in the U.S.

They both studied English for two years and took assembly jobs.Khamteum's older brother end sister also worked, and the family saved upenough money to move out Into the suburbs.

Khamteum's father would not drive him out to see his friends, but madehim stay home and study. When Khamteum graduated from high school, he decided
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to go to college. His parents and older brother and sister helped him pay his
way. He graduated with a degree in business.

Then he worked for Control Data for seven years. .When the future of
Control Data did not look very promising, KhamteLm decided to branch out and
start his own business, using the managerial skills he had acquired in his job
at Control Data. He opened a factory that made sensitive medical equipment
for patients with heart problems. His business did and its number of
employees grew to 200 in four years.

When he was 39, Khamteur got married. His wife also had a background in
business and helped to manage a factory. They had three children and they
were able to give their children whatever they wanted.

Hmong Man--Successful

Nhia is the third of eight children. In high school, he was above
average in math and science but below average in English and social studies.
His parents didn't have the money to send him to college, so he decided to get
a factory job. The starting pay was low but he usually worked 60 hours a
week, so he made enough money to take care of himself, his wife, and three
children. After a few years, he was promoted to a better-paying assembly job,
and he made about $24,000 a year. He bought his own house and a new van for
himself and a car for his wife. His wife did some sewing at home for extra
income, but after they had their fourth child, Nhia didn't want her to work so
hard, so she gave it up.

Nhia was a very good backyard mechanic, and his cousins called him all
the time to come and help them fix their cars. He didn't spend a lot of time
with his wife and children but they appreciated how hard he worked 'co provide
for them and he was well-loved by all his cousins.
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APPENDIX C

Interview Worksheet Sample

Discussion Leader:
Observer:
Location:

Contact Person (name)

(phone number)

YOUTHSTUDY WORKSHEET

(org.)

Date:

Story Code:

Person Age Yrs Yrs Yrs Grade
in U.S. School U.S. School

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Diagram

Is this story realistic (In what way? Ir what way is it not realistic?)
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What changes would you make in this story to make it the story of your life?

Overall impressions (Who are these kids?)
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